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1860s-1948: The Emergence of a Hebrew Hub in Zion1 

This section of the book describes the impact of Zionism on Jewish Flexigidity. Its first 

part addresses the near century-long transition of the Jewish community in Zion from 

being a dormant and minute corner of the Jewish world in the 1840s to being a vibrant 

hub of that network, unique in its Hebrew character, by 1948, when the State of Israel 

was established. During this period, many of the fundamental elements of Jewish 

Flexigidity of the Diaspora were adjusted in Zion by a Hebrew society to create a life of 

autonomy in preparation for the coming sovereignty. The second part describes how the 

Flexigidity of Zionism peaked by 1967, epitomized by the stunning victory in the Six-

Day War, and how it declined in the decades that followed.   

From Slow Awakening to Adaptability on Steroids 

1. The proto-Zionist idea of the 1800s was radical: solving the plight of 

Diaspora Jews by relocation to Zion. In the 1840s, the Jewish settlement in Zion 

was a small, poor and dormant corner of the Jewish worldwide web of 

communities. It numbered about seven thousand, a small minority among the 

Arab majority, and amounted to less than one percent of world Jewry.2 The deep 

changes that occurred in European Jewish society as of the 18th century with the 

emergence of Hasidut and Haskalah had little impact on that Jewish community. 

Orthodox Jews associated mass return to Zion primarily with messianic times, 

while Maskilim embraced the promise of acceptance and opportunity in Europe. 

Immediate collective repatriation could not have been a more radical idea to 

many.  

2. Like prior Jewish transformations, modern Zionism emerged as an outcome 

of internal and external crises. European Jewry of the 19th century was in 

transition caused primarily by the plight in the Pale of Settlement in the East and 

by growing disillusionment with emancipation in the West. Against this backdrop, 

the wave of nationalism and national movements in Europe motivated a handful 

of Jewish leaders to reframe their understanding of Judaism and to reawaken the 

ancient story of Jewish nationhood, largely suppressed since the Bar Kochva 

 
1   General research of this section was significantly helped by the following Wikipedia entries in 

English and their corresponding entries in Hebrew: Old Yishuv, New Yishuv, First Aliyah, Second 

Aliyah, Third Aliyah, Fourth Aliyah, Fifth Aliyah, Moses Montefiore, Yehudah Chai El-Kalai, Zvi 

Hirsch Kalisher, Moses Hess, Leon Pinsker, Herzl, Ahad Ha’Ahm, Rothschild, A.D Gordon, 

Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, Ze’ev Jabotinsky, Berl Katzanelson, David Ben-Gurion, Haganah, 

Hibat Zion, Biluim, Hovevei Zion, Rishon LeZion, Zikhron Ya’akov and Zionism. All relevant 

claims within these entries were subsequently cross verified with other sources. 
2   See Wikipedia entry Old Yishuv http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Yishuv and Wikipedia entry in 

Hebrew הישוב הישן here. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Yishuv
http://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A9%D7%95%D7%91_%D7%94%D7%99%D7%A9%D7%9F


rebellion. The decline of the Ottoman Empire created a historic opportunity to 

realize these ambitions in Zion.  

3. Against this backdrop, the Heralds of Zionism (Mevasrei HaTziyonut) began 

their activities in the 1860s. They envisioned mass repatriation of Jews to Zion, 

and contemplated different ideas about purchasing land and settling in it, as well 

as about the institutions necessary to advance their ideals. In the early 1860s, the 

German-French socialist Moses Hess (1812-1875) called for a Jewish state in his 

book Rome and Jerusalem, and orthodox rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalischer (1795-1874) 

called for repatriation on religious grounds. In Eastern Europe, a number of 

associations for the settlement of Zion were established, while one of the most 

influential leaders of British Jewry, Sir Moses Montefiore (1784-1885), 

underwrote the construction of the first Jewish neighborhoods outside the walled 

Old City of Jerusalem. In 1879, Eliezer Ben-Yehuda (1858-1922) called for 

reinstituting Hebrew as the everyday language of the Jews, after it had been 

fossilized and largely restricted to prayer and ritual life for centuries. Similar 

radical ideas were also espoused by a small but growing number of prominent 

non-Jews in Germany, the USA, England and Australia. Thus, when the concept 

of ‘Zionism’ was coined in 1890, it described a national movement that had 

already been in motion for a few decades.  

4. Auto-emancipation became the organizing idea of Zionism in the 1880s, 

inspiring immigration, land acquisition and settlement in Zion. It was framed 

by Leon Pinsker (1821-1891) in 1882 in his seminal work by that name. Pinsker 

rejected the notion that emancipation in Europe could address the plight of its 

Jews. He called for immediate repatriation to Zion and for establishing a Jewish 

state where all Jews would be able to rebuild “their honor.” Pinsker believed that 

the world would only recognize the Jews as a nation when the Jewish People 

would return to its land. Small groups of Jews were inspired by this vision to raise 

money, buy land, relocate to Zion and establish the first modern Jewish 

settlements there as of 1882. This approach came to be known as ‘Practical 

Zionism’ (Tziyonut Maasit). 

5. In addition, by the early 1880s the Zionist movement began to emerge as a 

comprehensive and collective effort of Diaspora Jewry. Dozens of Zionist 

associations were established in Russia and Romania bringing together Hovevei 

Zion (literally, ‘Those who are Lovers of Zion’) within a movement by the name 

of Hibat Zion (literally, ‘Love of Zion’). In 1884, 36 delegates of the Hovevei 

Zion associations met in Kattowitz, Germany, to establish the leadership of the 

nascent movement and its initial institutions. This was the first international 

Zionist conference. And, in 1885, Baron Edmond James de-Rothschild of Paris 

(1845-1934) began a legacy of Diaspora philanthropic activity in support of the 

Zionist movement.   

6. In 1896, Theodore Benjamin Ze’ev Herzl (1860-1904) assumed the leadership 

of the Zionist movement and placed its cause on the agenda of leading 

nations and Jewish communities around the world. Herzl’s experience as a 
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journalist covering the Dreyfus Affair in 1894 led him to conclude that 

emancipation had failed. He felt grave urgency to resolve the ‘Jewish problem’ in 

Europe by removing the Jews from Europe into a state of their own. His book Der 

Judenstaat, literally ‘The State of the Jews,’ published in 1896, lays out his vision 

and articulates the rationale of Zionism. He then launched a relentless diplomatic 

campaign among the highest political authorities of his time and established the 

Zionist Congress and other institutions to promote his vision. Within a remarkably 

short period of time, Herzl’s ideas spread throughout the Jewish world and he 

succeeded in placing the Jewish question on the world agenda. He attracted both 

support and opposition: while Zionists aligned with him, the Maskilim and the 

orthodox rejected his cause. Herzl died in 1904 at the age of forty four, having 

dedicated the last eight years of his life to the Jewish People. None of his 

descendants survived the turmoil in Europe that he so feared. Per his will, his 

remains were taken by the State of the Jews in 1949 for final burial in Jerusalem 

on a mountaintop named in his honor, ‘Mount Herzl.’  

7. In conclusion, by the early 1900s, Zionism faced many challenges. During the 

twenty three years of the first wave of immigration, the so-called First Aliyah, 

from 1882 to 1905, thirty thousand immigrants in total came to Zion, mostly from 

Europe, but also from Morocco, Persia, Yemen and Bukhara, now in Uzbekistan. 

They were a meager minority compared to those who immigrated to America or 

stayed in Europe. They established thirty-four agricultural settlements between the 

border with Lebanon to the Northern Negev, which were fragile and small, faced 

legal, practical and financial challenges and were attacked ideologically by other 

Jewish factions. 

 

8. The Second Aliyah, between 1905 and 1914, would transform Zionism 

through its quest to develop a new Hebrew society. By that time, the idea of a 

Jewish State had already taken root in the hearts and minds of many Jews, and a 

Jewish national movement had come to life. Over forty thousand immigrants 

would come to settle Zion, mostly from the Russian Empire and Romania, as well 

as from Yemen.  

9. A minority among them brought a revolutionary worldview blending 

secularism, nationalism and socialism. They sought to establish communal 

agricultural settlements, which would transform Jewish individual, community 

and collective life. They envisioned a society of Hebrew persons (Adam Ivri), who 

spoke Hebrew, worked their own land and defended themselves. Thus, while 

Herzl wanted to replicate European life in Zion, they wanted to build a unique 

egalitarian Hebrew society.  

10. The First World War, which broke out in 1914, placed the Zionist movement 

in a crisis. The Jewish world became split between the fighting parties: ‘The 

Allies,’ Britain, France and Russia, later joined by the USA, on one side, against 

the Central Powers of the Austro-Hungarian and German Empires, later joined by 



the Ottoman Empire, on the other side. The Jewish settlement in Zion, numbering 

nearly 80,000 under Ottoman rule, suffered hardships, restrictions, forced 

conscription and even deportation of the Tel Aviv population to Egypt. By the end 

of the war, the Zionist movement had mobilized in support of the British Empire 

and marginally participated in its efforts to conquer the Holy Land.  

11. The 1917 Balfour Declaration, recognizing the right of the Jewish People to a 

national home (bait leumi) in the land of Israel, and the end of the First 

World War ushered in a period of dramatic development for Zionism. The 

establishment of the British Mandate in 1919 transformed the political 

environment in Zion. At that time, still numerically insignificant, Zion’s Zionists 

were yet to represent a breakaway from the legacy of Diaspora Jewry or a rupture 

in its evolution. However, they had been brewing a revolution by developing a 

comprehensive set of concepts, blending modern societal ideals with traditional 

Judaism, conducting multiple radical experiments and demonstrating fast learning 

and remarkable adaptability toward a vision of full communal autonomy and 

coming sovereignty. 

12. Several waves of immigration would shape this Hebrew society during the 

following three decades to become a vibrant and diverse hub of the 

worldwide web of Jewish communities. The Third Aliyah of thirty five thousand 

immigrants between 1917 and 1924, primarily from Russia, Poland and Romania, 

was comprised of predominantly urban immigrants, who settled in Jerusalem, 

Haifa and Tel Aviv. A minority of young pioneers merged nationalist and socialist 

ideals to develop innovative institutions and agricultural communities in order to 

prepare Zion for the mass-repatriation of the Jews. The Fourth Aliyah between 

1924 and 1929 is credited with fostering the emergence of a class of small 

business entrepreneurs. About eighty thousand immigrants, mostly from Poland, 

USSR, Romania, Lithuania, Yemen and Iraq brought rapid urban development 

mainly to Tel Aviv. This Aliyah ended with the deep recession of 1926-1927 and 

with the Arab riots of 1929. It expanded the outlook found within Zionism from 

its sixty-year long near-myopic focus on agriculture to include urban and 

industrial development, as well as settlement with private capital. The Fifth Aliyah 

– numbering two hundred and eighty thousand legal and illegal immigrants over a 

ten-year period until World War II in 1939 – transformed the Hebrew society and 

leapfrogged Zionism. Sixty thousand German Jews, so-called ‘Yekes,’ who were 

often urban, highly educated and skilled, well-to-do, and religiously and 

politically moderate, led to the development of a strong middle-class and 

industrial sector. The Jewish population doubled and grew to thirty percent of the 

overall population. Its industrial capacity leapt, reaching twice the per capita 

production and income of the Arab population. All urban Jewish communities 

grew, and Tel Aviv turned into a European-style city with cafés and shops. These 

immigrants also established one hundred new settlements, including along the 

borders of Mandatory Palestine, thus doubling the number of Hebrew 

communities. This was a period of dramatic development for Hebrew medicine, 

academia, education, culture, music, theatre, research, agriculture and industry. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USSR
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romania
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithuania
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yemen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iraq
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tel_Aviv
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All waves of immigration were motivated by a mixture of Zionist ideology, the 

relative peace and quiet under the British Mandate, rising antisemitism and 

political and economic persecution in Europe and the USSR, and due to 

restrictions on immigration also to the USA.  

13. Thus, just prior to Jewish statehood in 1948, the Jewish community in Zion 

had become an important global Jewish hub. It was sizable, numbering over 

six hundred thousand, home to five percent of world Jews in the aftermath of the 

Shoah. It was highly diverse in terms of origin, albeit most came from Eastern and 

Central Europe. It had the full spectrum of religious observances between a very 

orthodox faction, a staunchly secular group and many who were traditional. It 

may have been the most diverse Jewish community in the world, with a unique 

creation: the Hebrew civilization.  

14. David Ben-Gurion (1886-1973), who began to emerge as the foremost Zionist 

leader as of the early 1930s, was arguably to Zionism and to the future State 

of Israel what Rabban Yochanan Ben-Zakai was for post-destruction 

Judaism. His ideology, vision and politics shaped the institutions of the Yishuv, 

the state-in-the-making, as well as those of the State of Israel. His intellectual 

creation, exceptional in its breadth and depth, was compounded by a unique 

political capacity to mobilize, build coalitions and determinately execute, as well 

as by superb diplomatic capabilities to envision and create, lasting strategic 

alliances with Britain, France and then the USA. His political career, initially as a 

leader of a workers’ party, and later at the helm of the Zionist movement, lasted 

sixty years. He led in turn the worker’s factions, the Histadrut and the Jewish 

Agency. He then served as the Prime Minister of the State of Israel for thirteen 

years. He was unrelenting in his belief in the imminence of Hebrew statehood and 

in the glory of the State of Israel, a devoted socialist in his outlook, and a ruthless 

pragmatist about realizing these visions. Ben-Gurion was eventually recognized 

by Time Magazine as one of the most influential figures of the 20th century. 

Zionism’s Talmud, Flexigidity of Mission and Structure  

15. The ideology of Zionism and the practicalities of state-building presented a 

monumental challenge to society, eliciting an intense talmudic process. The 

scope of issues, their newness and complexity were daunting, equivalent to those 

which followed the destruction of the Second Temple. Herzl intuitively 

understood this challenge when he envisioned a Temple which will be built to 

accommodate modernity. Traditional sources of halacha on community-building 

may have been elaborate, but the context of doing so in Zion was transformative. 

There were little or no accepted authorities on issues such as diplomacy, politics, 

land acquisition, settlement and use of force. In the absence of ‘questions’ on such 

matters during the millennia of the Diaspora, no Jewish law evolved addressing 

these issues. Furthermore, accepted process was lacking, too. It was unclear who 

had authority to legislate and decide: a local representative body of the Yishuv, the 

Zionist Congress representing all Zionists worldwide, a rabbinical council or 

some other body that was yet to be formed. Individuals of the highest intellectual 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergency_Quota_Act


caliber, such as Pinsker, Herzl, Ahad Ha’Ahm, A.D Gordon, Rabbi Abraham 

Isaac Kook, David Ben-Gurion, Berl Katzanelson and Ze’ev Jabotinsky led this 

collective effort, and were its leaders.   

16. The meta-stories of Judaism framed the debates on the nature and purpose 

of Zionism and on the meaning of modern Jewish sovereignty. Inspired by the 

legacy of the meta-story of nationhood, Zionism grappled with determining the 

borders of the land based on biblical sources or on pragmatic political 

considerations, with the nature of the relations with the Arabs and with the 

philosophy and practice of use of military force. The meta-story of peoplehood 

underlay the debates on the responsibilities of the Yishuv toward the different 

communities of the Diaspora. The meta-story of faith generated issues regarding 

the character of public education, the role of rabbis in society, the place of 

Halacha in the work of the legislature and judiciary, and the observance of 

Shabbat, kashrut and other customs in the public sphere. The ideal of being a light 

unto the nations underlay the debates regarding social justice and the place of non-

Jews in the Hebrew society, and inspired the quest for building a model society in 

Zion. 

17. Thus, Zionism inherited from Judaism its Flexigidity of mission, by 

integrating the ideals of peoplehood, nationhood, faith and or la’goim within 

its narrative. Naturally, Zionism is the modern manifestation of the narrative of 

nationhood. The story of peoplehood is embodied in Zionism’s quest to address 

the condition of the entire Jewish People through society and nation building, and 

to place itself in the broad context of shared Jewish history and destiny. The 

narrative of being a light unto the nations inspired the Hebrew polity to seek to 

establish a model modern society that carries a message to humanity through its 

humanism, development, ethics, prosperity and equality. And, the narrative of 

faith and covenant emphasizes Zionism’s religious and cultural identity, often 

framing modern Zionism within the broader religious vision of the mass return to 

Zion. The four meta-stories – the tensions among them and among the factions 

that upheld them – can be traced across Zionism and throughout its history.  

18. Zionism’s Flexigidity of mission has been critical to its success, unity and 

vitality, by validating diverse sources of inspiration and alternative 

frameworks for adaptation. The four meta-stories broadly expanded the range of 

legitimate Zionist views and behaviors: secular and religious, socialist and 

capitalist, urban and agricultural. Thus, Zionism’s proposition to its followers was 

a menu of opportunities for meaningful communal, spiritual, intellectual, religious 

and ethical life. Indeed, a very diverse group of people associated with Zionism. 

The system of settlements, which encouraged small groups to self-organize, 

allowed for a multitude of communal variations housing a broad diversity of 

worldviews. Furthermore, each story offered a distinct framework for 

understanding the challenges facing Zionism and for designing appropriate 

responses. Inevitable and irreconcilable tensions among the four stories in 

security, economics and social development and geopolitics led to pragmatic 

solutions and to many societal innovations that often emanated from a hybrid of 
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two or more stories. For example, the quest to establish a national home for the 

Jewish People, on the one hand, and the socialist ideals of a just society, on the 

other hand, inspired the Histadrut to be both a labor union and an executive arm 

for realizing the national project.  

19. By the 1920s and 1930s the ideological foundations of Zionism were 

consolidated into a balancing act among nine big ideas, which came out of the 

meta-stories of the Jewish People. These pillars were the ideals of: (1) 

sovereignty, ownership and control of Zion; (2) political self-determination; (3) 

security and self-defense; (4) economic self-determination toward prosperity; (5) 

humanism, liberalism and democracy; (6) the quest for creating a model society; 

(7) seeking a Jewish majority; (8) developing a Jewish public sphere; and (9) 

leadership of the Jewish world.  

20. These ideals are inconsistent and in tension with each other. Allowing one of 

them to dominate would compromise others and distort the moral, social and 

political equilibrium of Zionism. For example, democracy and Jewishness are in 

tension in countless ways in the public sphere, especially in the presence of a 

significant non-Jewish minority. Also, controlling all of the Biblical Land of 

Israel may undermine Jewish democracy, majority and identity.  

21. Therefore, Zionism, like Judaism, balances and synergizes its founding ideals. 

It allows multiple groups to develop within its society, each with its own 

ideology. Whenever possible, its relatively flat structure of communities and 

leadership favored practical steps and local understandings to decisive ideological 

choices that would alienate major factions. For example, Zionism accepted the 

existence of ‘streams’ in education (zramim), which reflect various worldviews in 

the Hebrew society, including the ultra-orthodox and Arab streams that are non-

Zionist, and avoided forcing one narrative upon all of them. As mentioned, 

Zionism mostly engaged in painful societal decisions only when it had to. This 

was the case following the 1947 United Nations Partition Decision, which forced 

Zionism into accepting the idea of a territorial compromise of ancestral lands in 

order to establish a Jewish national home with international legitimacy.  

22. Hence, Zionism has been inoculated against the appeal and dangers of big 

ideologies, and has been doggedly pragmatic. This is anchored not only in the 

Jewish tendency to ask questions and to challenge prevailing norms, but also in 

Judaism’s internal dynamics that generate collective pragmatism. Neither 

communism, socialism or capitalism, nor the world of halacha or secularism ever 

succeeded to dominate the Zionist public sphere. The Greater Yisrael ideology 

and the idea of Jewish supremacy of the far right wing, and the ideology of 

‘Canaanism’ of the far left wing, could never be mainstream. Indeed, radicals had 

a place in Zionism's political system, but only at its outskirts.  

23. Therefore, the ideological debates of Zionism resulted in arrangements that 

reflected permanently evolving compromises. For example, in certain areas that 

are particularly secular or house non-Jews, there is traffic and commerce on 



Shabbat, while in others there is neither. While the vast majority of bus lines have 

mixed seating, in specific ones the custom is for men and women to sit in 

designated areas. Furthermore, many ideological factions built their own 

communities and settlements, where they designed a unique code of conduct to 

suit their outlook.   

24. These dynamics led to a dramatic incline in the flexibility of Zionism’s 

structure. The settlements of the first Aliyah were modeled after Diaspora 

communities with similar anchor institutions, such as synagogues, courts (beit 

din), committees (va’ad) and rabbinates (rabbanut). The Second Aliyah and Third 

Aliyah conducted radical experimentations with this model. Inspired by ideals of 

equality and democracy, they created multiple new forms of association, both 

agricultural and urban. By 1948, the Yishuv had more than thirty different 

categories of settlements – such as kibbutz, moshav, kfar and moshava – in more 

than three hundred locations. These settlements made up a network of resilient 

and prosperous communities, closely intertwined not only internally but also with 

the Diaspora, a Hebrew extension of the Jewish worldwide web of communities.   

25. Yet, the vision of statehood required the establishment of representative 

national institutions and a new structure of Jewish leadership and authority. 

In 1920, Knesset Israel came into being as the national general representative 

institution of the Jewish community in Zion, boycotted only by the very ultra-

orthodox community. The Knesset Israel appointed an executive arm called the 

National Committee (HaVa’ad HaLeumi). Both were recognized by the British 

High Commissioner as the official representative bodies of the Yishuv, 

marginalizing the rabbis and the religious court system of the Old Yishuv 

(HaYishuv HaYashan). Indeed, the Hebrew community in Mandatory Palestine 

needed to prepare for eventual statehood and sovereignty by consolidating 

authority over internal and external affairs. As the process toward statehood 

matured, particularly following World War II, increasing centralization of power 

and disciplining of political and military lines became essential. This was the 

underlying reason for the clash between the National Institutions of the Yishuv 

(HaMosadot HaLeumyim), under the leadership of David Ben-Gurion, and the 

Revisionists groups, the Irgun (Etzel) and Lechi, on the right, and with the 

communists, on the left. The institutions of the Yishuv would eventually serve as 

the foundations for the Parliament and government of the State of Israel. 

26. This representative structure of the national institutions was essential for 

preserving the unity of the Yishuv. The civil in-fighting prior to the destruction 

of the Second Temple created a national trauma. That trauma, and the absence of 

a formal coalescing authority in the Diaspora, inspired Judaism to ensure that its 

leading institutions would be representative. Following this legacy, the Yishuv 

secured the legitimacy of its own institutions – primarily Knesset Israel – by 

ensuring broad representation. Hence, Knesset Israel was a diverse representative 

body, elected based on the principle of proportional representation that granted 

each faction power based on the popular support it received. Even the defense 
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force, the Haganah, was led by a representative body of different parties, 

notwithstanding the split of the Revisionist party in 1931.   

Rigidity of Place and Language  

27. In the areas of place and language, Zionism largely embraced rigidity, by 

calling upon all Jews to come to Zion and be a part of the Hebrew culture. 

The predicament of the Jews, particularly in Europe, led to attempts to address 

their crisis in multiple locations including in North America and Argentina. Herzl 

explored the possibility of creating an immediate shelter for European Jewry in 

different sites (miklat le’laila), most famously in Uganda. However, in 1905 the 

Zionist Congress rejected this idea, and Zionism singularly committed to building 

a homeland for the Jewish People in Zion. In the decades that followed, Zionism 

would come to reject Diaspora life (galutiyut) altogether.  

28. A similar process took place regarding language: After decades of debate, in 

around 1900, Zionism not only embraced Hebrew as its sole language, but 

also sought to disseminate it in the Diaspora as part of the revival of the 

Jewish People. This vision led to establishing Hebrew associations around the 

world, to building Hebrew communities such as Rehovot and Tel Aviv, and to 

promoting Hebrew literacy, literature and culture.  

29. However, in spite of Zionism’s best efforts, the Flexigid nature of Judaism in 

relation to place and language proved tenacious. All the while that the Yishuv 

was developing, the majority of Jews preferred to remain in the Diaspora.  

Some, such as the ultra-orthodox Haredim and the classic Reform Movement, 

rejected Zionism and its call for mass-repatriation altogether. Following Israel’s 

independence in 1948, all barriers on Jewish immigration to Zion were lifted and 

strong incentives for them to do so were put in place. Zionism would had the 

power and resources to support and even actively seek the dismantling of Jewish 

communities around the world, as indeed happened in places such as North 

Africa, Iraq, Russia and Ethiopia.  

30. Yet, Judaism’s Flexigidity of place and language persist into the 21st century. 

Despite efforts of the State of Israel to the contrary, the Jewish Diaspora is vibrant 

and – in a development that would have been inconceivable to the early Zionist 

ideologues – a large Diaspora of Israelis has emerged. Furthermore, while in 

Israel a growing number of people speak Hebrew as their mother tongue without 

mastering any other Jewish language or vernacular, in the Diaspora, a very 

significant number of Jews, particularly in the USA, do not speak Hebrew at all. 

Thus, while Judaism has proven unwilling to break with its Flexigidity of 

place, in the area of language that Flexigidity is waning. 

A Hybrid of Openness and Insularity, Idealism and Realism  

31. The permanent tensions in Judaism between universalism and particularism 

and between openness and insularity were central to shaping Zionism. Many 



of Zionism’s founders were Maskilim who envisioned a Jewish polity that would 

be modern and deeply engaged with the world. Meanwhile, religious Zionists 

tended to be more focused on the particularist aspects of the Jewish state, and 

therefore more prone to being insular. Thus, both universalism and particularism, 

openness to and insularity from the world were integral to Zionism since its 

inception, shaping its identity, institutions and course and being essential for its 

success.  

32. Zionism housed both idealism and crude pragmatism. Its approach to 

nationhood and state-building was often messianic and religious by character. It 

aspired to realize a vision, which was initially highly improbable. However, its 

implementation was pragmatic. Zionism’s claim to Zion stemmed from the Torah, 

but it pragmatically withdrew its demand for ancestral territories in Trans-Jordan, 

and accepted the Partition Plans of the Peel Commission in 1936 and then of the 

United Nations General Assembly in 1947. It embraced socialism but legitimized 

entrepreneurship, working with Jewish Diaspora capital, in particular from the 

USA. It collaborated with and confronted the British simultaneously, and it signed 

the Transfer Agreement (Heskem Ha’ha’avara) with Nazi Germany in 1933 to 

facilitate the aliyah of German Jewry. Its pragmatism was captured by the slogan 

‘another dounam, another goat’ (od dunam od ez). 

Economic Self-Determination with an Aim toward Inclusive Growth 

33. Economic self-determination, prosperity and wellbeing have been integral to 

the aspirations of the Jewish national movement. Zionism sought to create a 

new category of landowning and self-sustaining Jews, the Hebrews, and to 

address the deep poverty and allegedly unhealthy social and economic structure of 

Jewish communities, particularly in Eastern Europe but also in Arab countries.  

34. Zionism took after Judaism in balancing wealth-creation with strong social 

obligations. These tendencies emanated from its forefathers: Moses Montefiore 

was a successful businessman and Moses Hess was a socialist. They are echoed in 

the works of Herzl, Ben-Gurion and others. The five waves of immigration 

included all shades of economic and social ideology, from free marketeers to 

communists. The Hebrew society of the Yishuv comprised of small business 

owners, large industrialists, a service economy, a strong bureaucracy, socialist 

communities and a class of craftsman in both agricultural and urban settings. They 

built a web of institutions that addressed collective needs in areas such as 

healthcare, welfare, sports and education.  

35. Meanwhile, as of the Second Aliyah, the socialist worldview ascended to the 

leadership of the Hebrew society and became synonymous with it. It is 

doubtful that this cohort was ever a majority. Yet, their ideological motivation, 

organization, institutions and leaders – primarily David Ben-Gurion and Berl 

Katzanelson (1887-1944) – granted them the mantle of leadership. They designed 

a unique and pragmatic hybrid of socialism, capitalism and nationalism, 

committing their workers’ movement to serving national objectives beyond their 
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sectorial needs. The Histadrut labor union viewed itself as the executive arm of 

the entire Zionist movement in settlement, immigration, defense and state-

building as of the late 1930s and as late as the first decade of the State of Israel.  

36. By the establishment of the State of Israel, in 1948, the Yishuv had become a 

prosperous community, with the societal infrastructure for achieving its 

ultimate goal of full political and economic self-determination. It was an 

exceptionally egalitarian and cohesive society, where both socialist and capitalist 

worldviews co-existed. Wealth-creation was legitimate, yet checked by high 

obligations for societal responsibility through philanthropy and taxation. It had 

developed all aspects of infrastructures and utilities essential for statehood such as 

water and electricity companies, sea ports, an airliner and a shipping company. 

The industrious Hebrew community, less than one third of the population under 

the British Mandate, became the economic engine of the entire polity, including 

the Arab population.  

The Foundation of a Jewish Majority 

37. Another pillar of Zionism has been the establishment and preservation of a 

Jewish majority within the Hebrew polity. David Ben-Gurion framed the 

fundamental ailment of the Diaspora as being a non-sovereign minority. 

Therefore, he called for the creation of a Jewish sovereign majority in Zion, which 

was essential for the Hebrew society he envisioned. His logic stipulated that such 

a polity can be Jewish and democratic only if Jews were a majority. Otherwise, 

protecting the Jewishness of the Hebrew polity would mandate granting Jews 

immunities and privileges in spite of their being a minority. Such a political 

regime would necessarily be a non-democratic one, and therefore inevitably 

illegitimate in the eyes of the Jewish People and the world.  

38. Thus, as of the 1930s with the ascent of Ben-Gurion to leadership, the quest 

for establishing a sovereign Jewish majority became central to Zionism. 

Initially, this was to be achieved by mass repatriation and strategic acquisition of 

territories in different areas of Zion. In 1937, when the idea of partition of the land 

was first raised by the Peel Commission and accepted by the Zionist leadership, 

the Yishuv already numbered a few hundred thousand Jews, concentrated in 

distinct geographic areas. Henceforth, the acceptance of the need to forgo 

sovereignty over some ancestral lands in order to ensure a Jewish majority 

became a central theme in Zionist discourse. It underlay Israel’s acceptance of the 

November 1947 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 181 that enshrined 

the principle of two-states-for-two-peoples by declaring a ‘Jewish state’ and an 

‘Arab state’ in the territories of the British Mandate. In the 1947-1949 War which 

followed, Arab-Palestinian society imploded and many departed to Lebanon, 

Syria, Jordan and Gaza. The newly established State of Israel would not allow 

their return.  



From Powerlessness to a Military Power 

39. One of the key areas where Zionism would part ways from the traditions of 

the Diaspora, demonstrating remarkable adaptability, would be in defense 

and military affairs. In a slow process that lasted nearly a century as of the 

1880s, Jews would transition from absolute powerlessness to being arguably the 

per-capita most militarily powerful nation in the world. This astounding 

transformation involved innovative philosophy, institutions, structures, patterns of 

conduct and radical experimentation.  

40. The starting point could not be lower: throughout centuries of Diaspora life, 

the mechanisms of safety and security of Jewish communities and their 

members were shaped by powerlessness. The defense and protection of Jews 

and their communities were entirely dependent upon the goodwill of the local 

sovereign. The First Aliyah continued to embrace this outlook, by outsourcing its 

security to the local Ottoman authorities and to neighboring Arab communities. 

These arrangements were persistently maintained in spite of the fact that the first 

settlements suffered from on-going insecurity.  

41. Self-defense became an ideological tenet of the Second Aliyah. The outlook of 

its members was shaped by the trauma of the pogroms in Russia, as well as by 

their long-term view toward Jewish statehood, which mandated a nucleus of a 

Hebrew defense force. As of 1907, they established associations for self-

protection, the most important of which was HaShomer (literally, ‘The 

Guardian’).  

42. The Third Aliyah laid the foundations for a national defense organization, the 

Haganah (literally, ‘Defense’), which was established in 1920. The formative 

moment of transition from localized guardianship to national defense came in 

April 1921, when an Arab mob attacked Hebrew settlements. Thereafter, the 

defense forces of the Jewish community evolved from one round of violence to 

another, in 1921, 1929 and 1936-39.  

43. Over time, the Yishuv began to develop a more activist and offensive military 

outlook. The Arab riots of 1929 represent the beginning of this transformation: 

hitherto, the Hebrew National Institutions embraced an approach of ‘constraint’ 

(havlagah), which was exclusively defensive and localized. Its objective was to 

sustain British political support for Hebrew statehood. The 1929 riots led to an 

outcry for a more aggressive and offensive approach against the Arab population 

and even against the British. This debate would lead, in 1931, to a split in the 

Haganah and to the establishment of the Irgun Tzva’i Leumi (literally: National 

Military Organization, also known by the acronym Etzel) under the leadership of 

Ze’ev Jabotinsky.  

44. The Arab revolt of 1936-39 (HaMered HaAravi HaGadol) was the first ‘total’ 

confrontation between the Yishuv and the Arab community, which ended 

with an Arab defeat and with the framing of the so-called Two-State 
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Solution. The Arabs sought to establish an Arab state in Mandatory Palestine, to 

stifle the Hebrew community and to cancel the plans to establish a Hebrew state. 

Their tactics combined a systematic campaign of terrorism and guerilla warfare, 

economic boycott and political action against the Hebrew community and the 

British. Meanwhile, the Yishuv sought to reaffirm the British commitment to a 

Jewish national home by collaborating with the British against Arab aggressions 

and by exercising caution in use of military force. Consequently, in May 1937, the 

British Peel Commission suggested, for the first time, the partition of Mandatory 

Palestine into Jewish and Arab states based on a demographic logic and on the 

principle of two-states-for-two-peoples, thus enshrining the idea of Jewish 

statehood. Eventually, this confrontation ended with an Arab political, economic 

and military debacle, and with the Jews continuing to pursue immigration, land 

acquisition and settlement.  

45. Thus, Jewish acceptance and Arab rejection of the logic of partition as of 

1936 should have been expected. For Zionism, the partition decision represented 

a historical achievement that was founded upon nearly a century of collective 

effort against tremendous adversity. For the Arabs it represented a political and 

diplomatic defeat.  

46. World War II provided another boost to the Hebrew defense forces. While 

the Arab leadership, under Haj Amin Al-Husseini (1897-1974), endorsed the 

Nazis, the Yishuv mobilized its own military capabilities to support the Allied 

Forces and specifically the British in their effort to liberate Europe. Thus, the 

Yishuv not only lived up to its mission of serving the cause of the entire Jewish 

People, but also acquired invaluable military expertise. Meanwhile, the Warsaw 

Ghetto Rebellion notwithstanding, the Jews of Europe were framed as being led 

‘as sheep to the slaughter’ (ke’tzon la’tevach) with no one to protect them from 

their awful fate. Furthermore, the Zionist Movement was accused of indifference 

to the plight of European Jewry, with the exception of those who were associated 

with it. However, henceforth, the powerful narrative of ‘never again’ emerged, 

further legitimizing the necessity of a national home for the Jewish People as a 

safe haven for all Jews and the build-up of a military force capable of defeating all 

of its adversaries.   

47. Zionism’s attitude toward the Arab population in Zion was framed by 

Judaism’s four meta-narratives. In Zionism’s early outlook, Jewish nationhood 

and the ideal of or la’goim were complementary because of the progress and 

human development that a Jewish polity was supposed to bring to the local Arab 

population, which was seen as under-developed. However, as early as the late 

1890s, Ahad Ha’Ahm feared an inevitable confrontation with the Arab 

population. His vision of ‘Cultural Zionism’ called for the Hebrew community in 

Zion to become a qualitative cultural beacon for world Jews. That vision did not 

require mass repatriation and significant land acquisition, and was partially 



designed to avert such an otherwise inevitable clash with the Arabs.3 

Nevertheless, by the early 1920s, the assertive expansion of the Hebrew 

settlement as part of the Jewish national revival helped crystallize the national 

identity of the Arab population, as well. One approach of Zionism on the left, 

inspired by Marxist and socialist ideals, aimed for coexistence between Jews and 

Arabs, who were both allegedly ‘oppressed,’ albeit in different ways. While a 

small minority believed in co-existence within a unified democratic society of 

Jews and Arabs, the majority, led by David Ben-Gurion, accepted that ensuring a 

Jewish majority would require partition of the land. The more nationalist group, 

led by Ze’ev Jabotinsky, rejected the notion that the Arab population would ever 

accept the Hebrew society in their midst. They opposed any territorial 

compromise and believed in the erection of an ‘Iron Wall’ (Kir HaBarzel), i.e. in 

militarily frustrating all Arab efforts to destroy the Hebrew community until they 

accepted it. David Ben-Gurion’s outlook would eventually mix the two: 

embracing the political logic of partition and the security logic of the Iron Wall.  

1948: A Sovereign Hebrew Hub of the Jewish Worldwide Web  

48. The establishment of the State of Israel in 1948 and the War of Independence 

represented the culmination of nearly one hundred years of monumental 

Jewish effort. On November 29, 1947 the United Nations General Assembly 

accepted a decision to partition the territory of the British Mandate into two states, 

granting Jews fifty two percent of that land, while declaring Jerusalem as a 

Corpus Separatum to be governed by the United Nations Trusteeship Council. The 

State of Israel was officially established on May 14, 1948, upon the departure of 

the British High Commissioner, while already being engulfed within the flames of 

war. In the first phase of the fighting – between the UN decision in November 

1947 and the proclamation of Israel in May 14, 1948 – local Arab mobs attacked 

the communities of the Yishuv. Initial significant Arab successes turned into 

decisive setbacks and the Arab-Palestinian leadership collapsed. By the end of the 

war the majority of the Arab population would become refugees in Lebanon, 

Syria, Jordan and Gaza. On May 15, 1948, five Arab armies attacked the nascent 

State of Israel with the declared intention to destroy it and to decimate its Jewish 

community. Yet again, initial advances turned into a humiliating defeat for all but 

the Jordanian forces. The war ended in March 1949 with an astounding military 

victory and the conquest of an additional twenty six percent of the land, including 

most of the Negev and the Galilee. The casualties of the Yishuv were heavy, with 

over six thousand dead, amounting to one percent of the population. Yet, during 

the nearly sixteen months of fighting, the Haganah matured from being a well-

organized militia into an army, bolstered by thousands of overseas volunteers, 

many of them experienced Jewish veterans of World War II.  

49. At that time, the Yishuv was already a remarkably successful, innovative and 

inspiring Hebrew hub of the Jewish worldwide web. Within seventy years, 

 
3    See in “A Truth from Eretz Israel”, in All the Writings of Ahad Ha’Ahm, The Jerusalem Publishing 

House, 1953. His article “Lo Zu HaDerech” (‘This is not the way’), appeared in HaMelitz, 1889. 
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Jews were able to establish their economic, societal and political self-

determination, having overhauled and adapted the values, institutions and patterns 

of conduct of Diaspora life. The Hebrew society was made up of many diverse 

settlements and communities, including kibbutzim, hundreds of agricultural 

settlements, cities and townships and the growing metropolis of Tel Aviv. It was 

also made up of a myriad of Zionist organizations, most notably the Jewish 

Agency, the Haganah and the Histadrut. It had revived the Hebrew language and 

created a new category of Jews who owned land, were self-sufficient and 

defended themselves, the Hebrews. It was a resilient and prosperous community, 

having demonstrated remarkable growth and adaptability in the face of deep 

political and economic upheaval. Zion now served as a seat of Jewish spiritual, 

intellectual, administrative and religious leadership, enshrined with the Flexigid 

mission of the Jewish People.  

50. Israel’s Declaration of Independence and its symbols integrated and 

institutionalized the four meta-stories of Judaism into the modern polity. The 

language of the declaration, the emblem of the state and the anthem are all rooted 

in the narrative of Jewish nationhood. The declaration speaks of past sovereignty, 

forced exile, uninterrupted loyalty to Zion and eventual repatriation. At the heart 

of the emblem of the State of Israel is the Menorah depicted as it was engraved on 

the Arch of Titus in Rome, where it is being taken away by Roman soldiers 

following the destruction of the Temple. The anthem speaks of the ancient hope of 

the Jewish People to return to Zion and to live freely in it. Yet, Israel’s 

Declaration of Independence also invokes the covenant between God and the 

People of Israel, by framing the modern State of Israel in the context of the age-

old dream of redemption and of the ingathering of the exiles, as well as by placing 

trust in the “Rock of Israel” (Tzur Israel). It embraced the narrative of peoplehood 

by framing the State of Israel in the context of the dreams and destiny of the entire 

Jewish People, and committed the nascent and small state to its service. And, it 

pledges to contribute to the advancements of all inhabitants of the land and of the 

entire Middle East.  

51. Israel emerged from its War of Independence as a remarkably inspiring 

success story, realizing Herzl’s 1897 premonition that a State of the Jewish 

People would be established within fifty years. Three years after the Shoah, when 

millions of Jews were helplessly fed into the crematoriums, it represented a new 

type of a Jewish person: proud, confident, defiant, capable, pioneering, self-reliant 

and successful. The Hebrew community in Zion was perhaps the most vibrant and 

diverse in the world, second only to New York City. Its outlook inspired millions 

of Jews to study Hebrew, to join Zionist associations, to support Israel politically, 

to contribute money and, ultimately, to immigrate to it, to make aliyah. In this 

respect, Ahad Ha’Ahm’s vision was effectuated: Israel was born as a spiritual 

beacon for the Jewish world.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menorah_(Temple)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arch_of_Titus


1948-2010: The Peak and Crisis of Israel’s Flexigid Society 

This section describes the manner in which the successes of the State of Israel over the 

first two decades of its existence until 1967 embodied tremendous adaptability, which it 

inherited from the Flexigid structure of the Yishuv and the Diaspora. It then outlines the 

ways in which Israel became rigid, abandoning key elements of the Flexigidity of its 

society, which underlay its remarkable achievements.   

1948-1967: The Peak of Zionism’s Flexigidity  

52. Within a twenty-year period until 1967, Israeli society broke away from 

Diaspora traditions. Until the early 1900s, the Yishuv did not represent a 

breakaway from the legacy of the Diaspora. Yet, by 1948, it had already 

developed its own distinct institutions, structures, language, symbols, heroes and 

villains that were unique in the Jewish world. Israel’s breakaway from Diaspora 

traditions accelerated following the proclamation of its independence. Thereafter, 

Israel needed to establish effective governance over its territory, to absorb mass 

immigration and to contend with a minority that hitherto had been a bitter enemy. 

During the following years – as Israel grew in population and strength, and the 

center of gravity of the Jewish world shifted in its direction – the Hebrew society 

in Zion began to emerge as a new category in the Jewish world.  

53. During this period and in spite of powerful adversity, Israel became a 

regional military superpower, frustrating Arab hopes and aspirations to 

physically destroy it. The 1947-1949 victory was overwhelming. In the 1950s, 

Israel became integral to the Western block, building nuclear capabilities, 

establishing its technological edge and arming itself with the most modern 

weapons. 1967 saw a stunning military victory achieved within six days against a 

coalition of Egypt, Syria and Jordan and a takeover of the Sinai Peninsula, the 

Gaza Strip, the West Bank and the Golan Heights. Jews could now visit the Old 

City of Jerusalem and pray at the Wailing Wall (Kotel) to which they had been 

denied access by the Jordanians. In Hebron, Jews were now able to visit the Tomb 

of the Patriarchs (Me’arat HaMachpela) – which, according to Jewish tradition, 

was purchased by Abraham – for the first time since the 14th century. And, Sinai 

oil fields granted Israel access to energy. Shortly thereafter, a close alliance with 

the USA emerged, and Israel became a leading force in the struggle against the 

Soviet Block. By 1967, Israel secured its physical existence by frustrating Arab 

hopes, intentions and actions to destroy it through the use of force. The self-

perceived David had turned into a Goliath in the eyes of many. Zionism sought to 

revolutionize the life of Jews and Jewish communities through settlement 

(hityashvut), labor (avodah) and defense (shmira). The 1967 victory represented 

the ultimate validation of this outlook, which elevated the stature of every Jew 

around the world. Israeli society experienced a period of exhilaration, prosperity 

and confidence. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_City_(Jerusalem)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_City_(Jerusalem)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Wall
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_of_the_Patriarchs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_of_the_Patriarchs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_in_Egypt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_in_Egypt
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54. At the same time, Israel’s population grew five-fold from 1948 to 1970 with 

the ingathering of immigrants from nearly one hundred countries. Upon its 

establishment in 1948, Jews in Israel numbered six hundred thousand. Within two 

years, the population doubled. By 1970 it reached three million. In some cases, 

entire Jewries repatriated, such as from Yemen and Iraq, while in the case of 

Moroccan and Romanian Jewries, the majority emigrated either to Israel or to 

other countries. Smaller numbers came from developed nations such as Australia, 

Canada, Europe and the USA. Thus, the demographic center of gravity of the 

Jewish People steadily shifted in Israel’s direction.  

55. This was also a period of explosive economic development. The first few years 

of unemployment, shortage and low foreign currency reserves – known as the 

Austerity Period (Tkufat HaTzena) – ended following the signing of the 1952 

Reparation Agreement with Germany. Thereafter, Israel experienced an episode 

of sustained high real growth that continued until 1972, averaging five and a half 

percent per capita, making Israel one of the fastest developing nations and one of 

the most remarkable development stories of the 20th century.    

56. Furthermore, the 1967 victory unleashed a new wave of Jewish religious 

fervor. For many, that victory validated the framing of the establishment of the 

State of Israel following the Shoah as possibly hinting at the beginning of 

‘redemption’ (ge’ulah). The unification of Jerusalem by Israel and the 

reinstitution of Jewish sovereignty over the Old City of Jerusalem, other holy sites 

and the ancestral lands of Judea and Samaria, were now seen as events of 

messianic proportions. A powerful coalition of factions, led by the national 

religious outlook, embarked upon a giant effort of settling the newly seized 

territories, particularly Judea and Samaria, with an aim toward establishing an 

unbreakable grip of these territories.  

57. Israel’s successes turned the meta-story of nationhood into the dominant 

story of the Jewish People, and Zionism’s attitude became domineering. By 

1967, Zionism ascended to become the leading ideology of the Jewish People, 

overshadowing the narratives of peoplehood, faith and or la’goim. Zionism 

framed the Jewish nation-state as the ultimate remedy for the troubles of Jews in 

the Diaspora, claiming the exclusive loyalty of Israelis and of Diaspora Jewry. 

Indeed, many acquiesced to Zionism’s dominance.  

 

58. Yet, as of 1967, the State of Israel began to face the effects of its remarkable 

successes: rigidity, corruption of leadership, crisis and the need for 

adaptation. The revolutionary phase of the creation of Israel nearly exhausted 

itself causing major disruptive developments. It fundamentally altered the 

condition of Judaism, creating many opportunities yet also complicated 

challenges.   



59. Some of these disruptive developments were essential and integral to 

Zionism, and therefore inevitable. For example, the ingathering of the 

Diasporas, the establishment of sovereignty and becoming a majority in Zion 

stemmed directly from the Zionist ideology and were central to it. They 

represented the essence of the historic panacea that Zionism sought to achieve in 

Judaism and in Diaspora society. As it did.  

60. However, the reality of Jewish sovereignty, the establishment of a 

bureaucratic government apparatus and the 1967 victory created additional 

consequences for Judaism. Primarily, Israel was now in control not only of an 

Arab minority within so-called Israel proper, but also of a few millions of non-

citizens, primarily Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank, who were seen as 

‘occupied.’ In effect, Israel became overstretched geographically; its economic 

structure would prove to be overly centralized and rigid; its Zionist ideology came 

to be overconfidently dominant; its relationship to the Jewish world was now 

constrained by growing arrogance toward and ignorance of the Jewish Diaspora; 

and its political system would prove underwhelming. In the immediate aftermath 

of the 1967 victory, few, like David Ben-Gurion, could foresee the looming and 

inevitable economic, societal, political, and leadership crisis, which would take 

decades to resolve.   

Mamlachtiyut: The Novelty of Being a Sovereign Majority  

61. Statehood and sovereignty were a novelty for Judaism and Zionism, 

requiring deep societal adaptation, primarily in two areas: consolidating the 

power to govern in the hands of a central authority and co-citizenship with 

the Arab minority. A new outlook and a massive body of law on issues such as 

security, military and foreign affairs, economics and education had to be created. 

The technical legal act, through which the State of Israel adopted the laws of the 

British Mandatory Government, ushered in decades of Knesset legislation. Over 

time, an extensive body of Hebrew law was created to address the unique 

condition of a Jewish nation-state. The highly representative structure of the 

Knesset gave all factions and voices of Israeli society the right and ability to 

participate in this process.  

 

62. The monumental effort of establishing the constitutional and legislative 

foundations of Jewish statehood was framed by David Ben-Gurion’s outlook 

and vision for Israeli society known as Mamlachtiyut (literally, ‘statism’).4 

This philosophy envisioned a balance between the strength of the central authority 

of the government of Israel, on the one hand, and the liberty of various factions in 

Israeli society to preserve their unique voice and character, on the other hand. It 

attempted to turn the many communities, ideologies and factions – not only of the 

 
4    See Nir Kedar, Mamlakhtiyut: David Ben-Gurion Political-Civic Ideas, Ben-Gurion University 

Press & Yad Ben-Zvi, 2009. 
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Yishuv but also among the immigrants – into a dynamic society led by a cohesive 

political body with an effective executive.  

63. Initially, this outlook required a concentration and consolidation of power 

into the hands of the government of Israel. As a result of the decentralized 

structure of the Yishuv, this process met fierce resistance by many. Zionist leaders, 

primarily from the right and the left wings of the political spectrum, became Ben-

Gurion's antagonists, fighting for their respective power, influence, independence 

and legacy. A number of societal fault lines embodied this transformation: First, 

the Knesset and the government needed to take over the responsibility for key 

civilian areas such as immigration absorption, health care, employment and 

settlement from party forums, the Histadrut and the Jewish Agency. Second, the 

government needed to establish its monopoly over the use of force, and the 

security establishment needed to be de-politicized. This process unfolded in a few 

dramatic episodes of politics and even violence. Most famous among them were 

the sinking of the weapon ship, Altalena, and the dismantling of the Palmach in 

1948. Third, in 1953 the party-affiliated education system was replaced with a 

state-sponsored mandatory education system divided into ‘streams’ (zramim) for 

the secular Jews (Mamlachti), modern orthodox Jews (Mamlachti-Dati), ultra-

orthodox Jews (HaZerem HaHaredi) and for Arabs.  

 

64. The other deep societal challenge faced by Zion’s Jews was their 

transformation into a ruling majority and their relationship with the Arab 

minority in Israel’s midst. The mass exit of nearly half of the Palestinian-Arab 

population in 1947-48 and the Jewish immigration that followed irreversibly 

changed the demographic makeup of the land. Jews now became a sovereign 

majority in a democracy, which was in control of a significant minority 

numbering hundreds of thousands of Palestinians. Since Jewish law developed 

primarily when Jews were a minority, little in it could serve as a relevant source. 

In fact, the philosophy and practice of this relationship had to be developed and 

implemented literally overnight beginning during the flames of war.  

65. Ben-Gurion’s mamlachtiyut provided the framework for the relationship 

between the state of Israel and its Arab minority, as well. This outlook framed 

the Arab citizens as equal rights Israelis within the unitary framework of the 

national institutions. It therefore called for their full participation in the political 

process on the local and national levels, similar to all other Israeli citizens. At the 

same time, it also rejected demands for an elected body that would collectively 

represent the Arab population as a group before the government of Israel. 

Meanwhile, it allowed for Arab individual and collective particularism, such as by 

using the Arab language in official documents and publications, by recognizing a 

designated stream of the education system that teaches a particular curriculum in 

Arabic, and by preserving the stature of the Moslem courts. Hence, Arab 

parliamentarians served in all Knessets since 1949, even while their communities 

were managed by a military governorate (Mimshal Tzva’yi), which was only 



dismantled in 1966. Arab citizens have also led their own municipalities and non-

governmental organizations and have served in different branches of the 

government and the judiciary.  

66. Nonetheless, the relationship between the State of Israel and its Arab citizens 

remains tenuous due to obvious, permanent and inevitable philosophical and 

practical tensions. The fundamentals of the State of Israel – its ethos, law, 

anthem, symbols, language, national holidays and relationship to world Jewry – 

embody its Jewishness. At the same time, Israel is a liberal democracy, which 

functions through its sovereign legislative and executive institutions. This 

structure creates inherent tensions among the fundamental identity of the State of 

Israel as the nation-state of the Jewish People, which is also a democracy, and the 

reality that nearly twenty percent of Israel’s population is Arab. That minority 

population is expected to be loyal to both ethos, that of Israel’s Jewishness and of 

its democracy. In such an environment, Arabs are structurally vulnerable to 

repeated questioning of their loyalty to the state, even when they function legally 

and within its sovereign institutions. Furthermore, these tensions are exacerbated 

by the gap in economic development between Jews and Arabs, which dates back 

to the days of the British Mandate, and by the exemption of Israeli Arabs from 

mandatory military and national service. In other words, the relations between the 

State of Israel and its Arab minority will remain a key challenge for Zionism and 

the State of Israel in the coming decades. Therefore, they are also a challenge to 

Judaism.  

Disequilibrium of Territory, Demography and Identity 

67. Another disruption to Jewish Flexigidity has been the ideological 

disequilibrium of Zionism and the overstretch of the State of Israel created 

by the victory in 1967. Henceforth, fundamental values dear to many in Diaspora 

Jewry were no longer consistent with Israel’s reality and policies.  

68. Until 1967, Israel was ideologically cohesive and equilibrated among its 

central ethos, yet physically vulnerable, particularly at its ‘narrow waist’ of 

seventeen kilometers in the area of Netanya. It was a democracy with a very 

significant Jewish majority. Therefore, the Jewishness of its public sphere was 

beyond question.  

69. The 1967 war led to confidence in Israel’s physical survival, yet also to deep 

ideological disunity. The effect of that war was not only a geographic expansion 

of Israel’s territory that made Israelis feel secure, but also the frustration of Arab 

belief in their ability to destroy it. At the same time, when Israel came to control 

the West Bank and Gaza with their significant Palestinian population, its founding 

values were pitted against each other. Israel’s Jewishness, territory, demography 

and democracy were no longer consistent, and the most fundamental and unique 

character of Zionism – the existence of a sovereign Jewish majority – was 

threatened.   
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70. Following that war, Israel became overstretched ideologically, militarily and 

financially. Ideologically, as mentioned, its founding values were no longer 

consistent with each other and with reality. Militarily, the Israel Defense Forces 

was stationed along extended borders, which represented an unacceptable reality 

to its enemies and therefore inevitably led to future confrontations. Financially, 

supporting such military capabilities and alignment would become unbearable for 

Israel’s economy.  

71. That overstretch made Israel vulnerable when challenged by pragmatic Arab 

leadership. As long as Arab countries remained absolutist and rejectionist, 

seeking Israel’s total destruction, Israel easily mobilized internal forces, 

demonstrated cohesion and enjoyed broad international legitimacy and support. 

When Arab leadership accepted Israel’s existence and came forward with 

reasonable initiatives and propositions, Israel’s internal cohesion and international 

support were compromised. The case of Egypt’s President Anwar Al Sadat 

illustrates this point. When President Sadat secretly offered Israel in 1972 a 

political agreement that would include Israeli withdrawal in Sinai, his offers were 

disregarded. Yet, similar ideas were accepted by Israel in 1974. In between, the 

1973 Yom Kippur War – initiated by Egypt – tamed Israel’s hubris and placed the 

USA as a broker between the parties. Israel’s eventual decisive military victory 

notwithstanding, this war is framed in Israel as a ‘trauma’ and in Egypt as a 

‘victory.’  

 

72. Thus, following the 1973 War, Israel faced three possible courses of 

development. One course of development was to hold fast to the ancestral 

territories of Judea, Samaria, Sinai and the Golan and to protect Judaism’s 

supremacy in Israel, while controlling a very large non-Jewish minority. The 

inevitable impact of this approach would have been a loss of Israel’s international 

legitimacy, disenchantment by many Diaspora Jews and internal disunity. A 

second possible course of development was to hold on to these territories and to 

Israel’s democratic values by granting equal rights to their residents, at the risk of 

losing Israel’s Jewish character, when Jews are no longer a significant majority. 

The third option was to withdraw from the newly liberated and acquired territories 

or from parts thereof, in order to ensure that Israel’s Jewish character and 

democracy remain consistent with a solid demographic reality.   

73. The meta-stories of Judaism did not offer clear guidance for this 

predicament. The story of nationhood, while calling for seizing control over the 

entire Land of Israel, also emphasizes the quintessential importance of preserving 

the Jewish majority in the State of Israel. The story of Peoplehood also carries a 

dialectic message in this regard: while supporting Israel’s territorial concessions 

in order to increase cohesion with liberal Diaspora Jews, it also challenges Israel’s 

right to make such historical compromises in Zion on behalf of the entire Jewish 

People. Finally, while there are powerful religious voices that call for clinging to 

the ancestral lands of Judea and Samaria, others invoke Jewish laws and traditions 



to call for a territorial compromise of these territories in favor of security, peace 

and the human rights of the Palestinian population of the West Bank and Gaza.  

74. Therefore, the 1967 War ushered in a prolonged period of heated debate, 

which has been the central fault line of Israeli politics and society. One faction 

framed a withdrawal from the ‘occupied territories’ – whether unilaterally and 

unconditionally or pending upon an agreement that ensures ‘security’ and ‘peace’ 

– as an existential interest for Israel. Another faction envisioned Israel’s eternal 

control over Judea, Samaria, East Jerusalem, Gaza, the Golan and Sinai. It sought 

physical settlement there, integration of their economies with Israel’s and an 

extension of Israel’s sovereignty and legal jurisdiction over them. During the 

protests against the withdrawal from Sinai in 1982, the demonstrations against the 

Oslo Accords between 1993 and 1995, the assassination of Prime Minister 

Yitzhak Rabin in 1995, and the protest against the withdrawal from Gaza in 2005 

these tensions reached boiling points.  

 

75. Nonetheless, as of the 1970s, Zionism and the State of Israel embarked upon a 

process of a territorial contraction in order to restore Zionism’s equilibrium 

and decrease Israel’s overstretch. After a rather short debate, the forces of 

Jewish adaptability powerfully pushed Israel to downsize. To date, there have 

been three crescendos in this political struggle over the legacy of the 1967 War: 

First, between 1979 and 1982 following the Camp David Accords with Egypt that 

led to Israel’s full withdrawal from Sinai; Second, between 1993 and 2001, during 

the era of the Oslo Process and in lieu of the withdrawals within the West Bank 

and Gaza and the establishment of a Palestinian Authority led by the Palestine 

Liberation Organization (PLO); Third, in 2004-2005 with Israel’s so-called 

Unilateral Disengagement from Gaza, which included the dismantling of Israel’s 

civilian and military presence there. In the case of Sinai, following the trauma of 

1973, military and economic considerations were central in legitimizing Israel’s 

withdrawal. In the case of Gaza and the West Bank, the underlying logic of the 

withdrawals was primarily demographic, aiming to save and serve the vision of an 

independent self-governing, democratic and demographically Jewish state of 

Israel, which is a legitimate member of the family of nations. In fact, every Israeli 

Premier since Yitzhak Rabin in 1974 has engaged in this process, even those 

presumably elected to serve the opposite agenda. 

76. The 1979 Peace Accord with Egypt was a historical achievement for Israel 

and for Zionism. Israel withdrew from Sinai in exchange for ‘peace.’ The Israeli-

Egyptian border was the first to be bilaterally agreed upon and internationally 

endorsed, thus establishing a cornerstone of Israel’s fundamental legitimacy 

according to international law. That agreement ushered in decades of coexistence 

between the two nations, and allowed Israel to significantly shrink its military and 

divert resources to more pressing civilian needs. Henceforth, the largest and most 

significant Arab nation not only recognized Israel and coexisted with it with little 

friction, but also was at times a strategic ally. 
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77. The Oslo Process, the Peace Treaty with Jordan and the Unilateral 

Withdrawal from Gaza were additional milestones in restoring the 

equilibrium of Zionism and decreasing its own overstretch. The cornerstone of 

the 1993-1995 Oslo Accords was an exchange of letters between PLO Chairman 

Yasser Arafat and Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, which included mutual 

recognition. The bi-lateral agreements between Israel and the PLO effectuated a 

framework for Palestinian state-building through an interim self-governing 

Palestinian Authority. Henceforth, Israel no longer needed to manage the daily 

affairs of the Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank through a Civil 

Administration. The 1994 Peace Treaty with Jordan further enhanced Israel’s 

fundamental legitimacy, making its border with Jordan bilaterally agreed upon 

and internationally endorsed, as well. The political assassination of Prime 

Minister Yitzhak Rabin in 1995 was a major setback in that process. The 2005 

Unilateral Disengagement from Gaza rid Israel altogether of its control over close 

to the one and a half million Palestinians living there. Henceforth, a de-facto 

independent Palestinian statelet was established in Gaza, yet, unfortunately, that 

area was soon taken over by Hamas and became hostile territory.  

 

78. At present, the equilibrium among Zionism’s ideals will be determined by the 

fate of Israel’s control over the Palestinian population in the West Bank. The 

1999-2001 Camp David Process attempted to achieve a Permanent Status 

Agreement with the Palestinians. That agreement should have brought into being 

a Palestinian state and ended Israel’s control over the Palestinian population. That 

effort failed. Nonetheless, the underlying logic of restoring the equilibrium of 

Zionism remained powerful, driving Prime Minister Sharon to withdraw from 

Gaza and to dismantle three settlements in the West Bank. As of 2006, the Olmert 

Government engaged in serious negotiations with the Palestinian leadership. And, 

in 2009, Prime Minister Netanyahu of the right-wing Likud party accepted the 

principle of ‘two states for two peoples,’ while other leaders in Israel began to 

entertain the idea of unilateral withdrawal from the West Bank and recognition of 

the Palestinian Authority as a state there.  

79. Meanwhile, some Arab and international groups that seek Israel’s implosion 

work against ending Israel’s control of the Palestinians in order to maintain 

the present overstretch. They worked to undermine any agreement that may 

allow for Israel’s withdrawal from or within the West Bank. Their hope is to 

enhance Israel’s overstretch, rejecting any notion of ending the conflict with Israel 

and of recognizing its right to exist. Therefore, they oppose the ‘two-state 

solution,’ which would require recognition of the State of Israel alongside a 

Palestinian state.  

80. Their alternative political vision calls for a 'one-state solution.' It envisions a 

single political unit of Jews and Arabs, where Jews will eventually become a 

minority and the Jewishness of Israel will be eliminated. To that end, some of 

them even call for the voluntary dismantling of the Palestinian Authority in order 



to further overstretch Israel by increasing the economic, diplomatic and ethical 

burden on it.  

81. In recent years there has been a confluence of political objectives between the 

de-legitimizers of Israel and Zionism’s right-wing. While espousing 

diametrically opposed visions of the final outcome, both do not want Israel to end 

the control over the Palestinian population. This confluence deepens Zionism’s 

quagmire and prolongs its ideological disequilibrium. 

National Security: The Predicament Continues 

82. Israel is a regional superpower, representing an absolute departure from the 

Diaspora model of powerless security. The Israeli military and defense 

establishment are remarkable by any standard, all the more so considering Israel’s 

size. The Israel Defense Forces, particularly its air force and intelligence branch, 

are of the finest in the world, and Israel allegedly possesses nuclear military 

capabilities. It is one of the few nations that put satellites into orbit, and its 

civilian defense industries are global leaders. In addition, Israel is a close and 

intimate ally of the world’s greatest superpower, the USA, and maintains 

outstanding relations with most other world powers. In short, the Jewish People 

has never had such military might at its disposal.  

83. Nonetheless, the State of Israel is yet to eliminate the existential threat that it 

faces. Zionism came to address the perceived perpetual security predicament of 

Diaspora Jewry and the inherent lack of safety for Jews and Jewish communities. 

It aspired to do so through a fundamental transformation of Jews from being the 

‘objects’ of history to being its ‘subjects,’ i.e. from being powerless to possessing 

and using force to defend themselves and their communities. Indeed, over recent 

decades Israel has been able to defend itself and to protect its citizenry. 

Nonetheless, at the beginning of the 21st century, Israel remains a nation whose 

right to exist is fundamentally challenged and it continues to face daunting 

physical, political and legal obstacles.  

84. First, the challenge of military security and physical survival remains central 

to Zionism. The 1936-1939, 1947-1949 and the 1967 Arab attempts to terminate 

the Zionist project failed. However, Israel has faced a continual need to sustain a 

powerful military and defense establishment and to use it repeatedly in order to 

defend itself and its citizens. Major events in this respect include the 1967-1970 

War of Attrition along the Suez Canal; the 1973 Yom Kippur War against a 

concerted attack by Egypt and Syria; the 1982 Lebanon War to secure Israel’s 

Northern communities from Palestinian terrorism, which turned into an eighteen-

year-long bleeding presence in Lebanon against the powerful Iran-supported 

guerrilla army of Hezbollah; the Palestinian terrorism of the 1970s and 1980s; the 

1987-1990 first Palestinian popular uprising (Intifa’adah); the 1991 First Gulf 

War, when missiles were fired on Tel Aviv from Iraq; the Second Palestinian 

Uprising (Intifa’adah) of 2001-2003, during which a Palestinian campaign of 

terrorism was waged against Israeli civilians; and Israel’s major operations against 
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Hamas in Gaza as of 2007. Additionally, over the years, Israel has conducted 

thousands of military operations, most of which remain secret. Nonetheless, at 

present, Israel remains the focal point of radical Islamic fundamentalism, and the 

Islamic Republic of Iran, Israel’s primal foe sworn to its destruction, aspires to 

regional hegemony and may soon possess military nuclear capabilities. Except for 

South Korea, it is the only free and democratic society that is under permanent 

existential threat. In recent years, both Prime Minister Sharon and Prime Minister 

Netanyahu have invoked the legacy of the 1938 Munich Agreement and the pre-

Shoah vulnerability in describing Israel’s condition.   

85. Second, Israel’s political existence is challenged in spite of great strides that 

were made in this regard. Since its inception, Zionism has sought explicit 

international recognition of the right of the Jewish People to self-determination in 

its own nation-state. The State of Israel inherited that expectation, and further 

aspired for explicit and tacit de-jure and de-facto Palestinian, Arab, and 

international recognition of its right to exist and in its boundaries. That goal was 

realized to varying degrees along the borders with Egypt and Jordan through 

peace treaties and with Lebanon and Gaza, unilaterally, in 1979, 1994, 2000 and 

2005, respectively. However, the right of the Jewish People to self-determination 

in its own state continues to face broad opposition in the Middle East and beyond.  

86. Specifically, in recent years Israel has been facing attempts to bring about its 

political implosion through a systematic and systemic assault on its political 

model known as the ‘de-legitimization of Israel.’ Inspired by the collapse of 

great military powers such as the Soviet Union and South Africa, a network of 

nations and non-governmental organizations envisions Israel’s disappearance as 

well, in spite of its military might. They work to de-legitimize Israel's right to 

exist as a state that embodies the right of the Jewish People for self-determination. 

They reject any notion of explicit or tacit recognition of Israel and of ending the 

conflict with it. And, they continuously work to single Israel out, demonize and 

boycott it. Furthermore, many seek to undermine the so-called ‘two-state solution’ 

in order to deny Israel the recognition that such a solution would entail, and strive 

to prolong Israel’s control of the Palestinian population in the West Bank, which 

they view as an asset for their campaign. Some of them even call for voluntary 

dismantling of the Palestinian Authority in order to exacerbate Israel’s 

overstretch. 

87. Third, Israel’s alliances with key powers of the Middle East are historically 

unstable. In 1978, Israel lost its primary regional ally in Iran, which instead 

became a sworn enemy. In the 1990s, Israel became a strategic ally of Turkey, 

though that relationship deteriorated with the rise of an Islamic government there 

as of 2003. In 2011, with the so-called ‘Arab Spring,’ the Mubarak regime in 

Egypt collapsed, shaking the peace accord between the countries. At a certain 

period in 2012, when Egypt was taken over for a short while by the Islamic 

Brotherhood, it seemed as if Israel may be in tension and confrontation with the 

three great powers of the Middle East: Turkey, Egypt and Iran. Luckily, while that 



scenario has not materialized to date, it highlights the great challenges that Israel 

continues to face in its region.  

88. Fourth, Israel’s civilians are the most threatened among developed nations. A 

primary objective of Israel’s government has been to turn Israel into a space that 

is safe for its citizens, tourists and investors so that they may conduct themselves 

in oblivion to its broader national security concerns. Indeed, to date, Israel has 

succeeded in doing so, with few and brief exceptions such as during the Second 

Palestinian uprising in 2001-2002 and during the Second Lebanon War in 2006. 

However, Hezbollah and Hamas have been amassing sophisticated capabilities to 

disrupt Israel’s civilian space. While Israel has been gearing to protect itself 

through defensive systems, deterrence and surgical offensive capabilities, in 

recent years, its civilian population was repeatedly targeted and remains highly 

threatened.   

89. Finally, Israel’s effect on the security and wellbeing of Jews in the Diaspora 

holds a mixed record. Zionism aspired to increase the safety of Jews around the 

world. Initially, its outlook was myopic, expecting them to permanently resolve 

the predicament of their personal security by relocation to Israel. Indeed, as 

mentioned, millions of Jews repatriated, primarily from Europe, North Africa and 

across the Middle East. Furthermore, while the security of Jews around the world 

remains primarily dependent upon their local governments, Israel, through its 

security establishment, has been doing a lot to help protect Diaspora Jewish 

communities primarily from terrorism. Nonetheless, Diaspora Jews have been 

occasionally targeted because of Israel, both politically and through terrorism and 

violence.  

90. In conclusion, Israel’s national security continues to face daunting challenges. 

Israel’s successes have been remarkable, and, at the beginning of the 21st century 

it is stronger than ever before. Yet, key pillars of its national security outlook – 

primarily its physical existence, the safety of its citizens and its fundamental 

legitimacy – remain threatened in a rapidly changing and emerging environment.  

Ingathering of the Diasporas and a Narrowing Exposure to Humanity 

91. The ingathering of the Diasporas into the State of Israel has dramatically 

affected Jewish Flexigidity. In 1950, the Knesset passed the Law of Return (Hok 

HaShvut), which granted all Jews the right to settle in Israel and gain citizenship. 

The law was amended in 1972 to also offer immediate citizenship to those who 

have a Jewish grandparent, as well as to their spouses and underage children. 

Immigration that followed transformed the State of Israel and Diaspora Jewry: 

while Israel’s population grew nearly six-fold in twenty years and twelve-fold in 

sixty years, dozens of Diasporas were disintegrated and even dismantled 

altogether. Due to the compounded effect of World War II, the Shoah and the 

upheaval of 1948-1967 surrounding Israel’s establishment, the geographic spread 

of the Jewish People was profoundly transformed.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_Return
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92. This transformation decreased the breadth and diversity of the Jewish 

network. Eighty percent of the Jews of the world are currently located in the USA 

and the State of Israel. The vast majority of the rest of Diaspora Jews – with the 

notable exceptions of Russia, France and Argentina – are now concentrated in a 

few English-speaking nations, primarily Canada, United Kingdom and Australia. 

Hence, Judaism’s exposure to humanity and to societies around the world – to 

different cultures, philosophies, outlooks, languages and customs – decreased, and 

therefore, its systemic resilience, as well.  

 

93. As mentioned earlier, the prosperity and security of the Jewish People in the 

Diaspora required extensive and intensive interaction with many polities, 

cultures and faiths. This dialogue occurred in areas as diverse as trade, finance, 

medicine, technology, philosophy and diplomacy. It underlay Judaism’s 

acquaintance with foreign languages, practices and conducts, and the worldwide 

web of relationships that the Jewish People already had at the beginning of the 

20th century.  

94. Furthermore, the leadership of the Zionist Movement was exceptionally 

disposed toward international affairs. Many Zionist leaders were cosmopolitan, 

particularly who that were brought up in Central Europe in educated families of 

Maskilim. They often mastered several languages and were well-traveled across 

Europe, where they had family members and long-standing associations. Herzl, 

Chaim Weitzman, David Ben-Gurion, Golda Meir and Abba Eban embodied this 

model and were master statesmen.   

95. This leadership was particularly fit to serve Zionism during a period of great 

global instability, which required maneuvering regional and international 

politics and the building of shifting alliances. Key events included the 

breakdown of the Ottoman Empire, the First World War, the creation of the Soviet 

Union, the turbulent 1920s, the establishment of the League of Nations and other 

global institutions, the rise of Fascism, World War II and the immediate post-war 

era. During the 1950s and 1960s, in the bi-polar environment of the Cold War, the 

State of Israel cast its lot with the West and developed strategic alliances with 

France, Germany and then with the USA.  

96. The universal outlook of the founding leaders of Israel also underlay its 

prominence in the area of international development. Inspired by the vision of 

being a light unto the nations, and as a response to its regional isolation following 

its establishment, Israel reached out to developing African, Asian and Latin 

American nations. It developed extensive relationships with them and became a 

leading nation in international assistance on a per-capita basis during the 1960s. 

Unfortunately, following the 1973 War and the energy crisis that followed, many 

of these countries severed their diplomatic relations with Israel under Arab 

pressure, although extensive business and economic ties continued.  



 

97. The turning point for Israel’s international outlook was the 1967-1973 

period, when the Arab-Israeli conflict became a focal point of global tension, 

and Israel became the subject of diplomatic hostility and de-legitimization. At 

that time, under Arab and Soviet pressure, all Non-Aligned and Eastern Bloc 

nations discontinued their relations with Israel. In the United Nations and other 

international organizations, Israel was often singularly blamed for the Arab-Israeli 

conflict, suffering countless condemnations of its policies and practices. This was 

in spite of Arab rejection of Israel’s very existence and comparatively draconian 

mass-oppressions in nearby countries. A low point was the 1975 United Nations 

General Assembly Resolution 3379, which determined that “Zionism is a form of 

racism and racial discrimination.” In 1991, this resolution would become the only 

United Nations resolution ever to be revoked. Furthermore, as mentioned, Israel 

was systematically de-legitimized, and the view of Jews as a people and the 

legitimacy of their association to Zion were rejected. This de-legitimization 

continues to take place not only in Arab countries that are enemies of Israel, but 

also in Egypt, Jordan and the Palestinian Authority who signed peace treaties with 

Israel and among certain liberal circles in Europe.  

98. Over time and in response, many Israelis embraced a discourse of 

disenchantment with and distrust toward the world and its international 

institutions. The ancient prophecy that the Jewish People shall dwell alone (ahm 

le’badad ishkon)5 was seen as being realized. Israeli leaders and citizens 

downplayed the significance of the international community, further distancing 

Israel from the world through their outlook and conduct. The budget of the 

Government of Israel for foreign relations decreased and Israel never resumed its 

leadership position in international development.  

99. Furthermore, the factions of Israeli society that celebrated the particularism of 

Judaism and Israel grew in number and political influence. The national 

religious group that emphasizes the nationalist tendencies, and the ultra-orthodox 

group that embraces the particularism of Judaism, grew demographically. 

Consequently, their influence on Israeli society and politics increased, as well, 

pushing Israeli mindset and practices toward greater insularity.  

 

100. Nonetheless, Israel continues to maintain a robust global outlook. Being a de-

facto geopolitical island, such outreach to the world is essential for its national 

security, diplomatic relations, international standing and economic development. 

Many Israeli manufacturers must export in order to thrive, because the Israeli 

economy is too small. Many Israeli individuals seek significant personal and 

professional experiences in foreign countries in business, academia and the arts, 

 
5    Numbers 23:9 
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which cannot be attained in Israel. In fact, Israel leads the world in exporting 

talent, and the globetrotting community of Israelis is outstanding in size.   

101. That outlook is heavily concentrated in the USA. This has been in large part an 

outcome of Israel’s relative international isolation. It is also a consequence of 

Israel’s shared strategic interests and values with the USA, as well as of the 

influence and mobilization of the Jewish community there and its powerful pro-

Israel lobby, AIPAC. While fewer Israelis have meaningful ties with European 

society, many of Israel’s political, military, business, academic, civil-service and 

civil-society leaders were educated in American universities and spent formative 

periods there. And, nearly a quarter of Israel’s diplomats are stationed across 

North America. All of the above notwithstanding, in recent years, focus is also 

shifting to other rising nations, primarily China and India.  

102. In conclusion, at the beginning of the 21st century, openness and insularity, 

universalism and particularism continue to shape Israel’s outlook. Israel 

houses very insular voices, which are happy to disengage from an international 

community that they view as biased against and hostile to Israel. Israel also 

houses a significant and prominent community of global citizens who are 

disproportionally represented among international corporations and organizations, 

and among the global academic, art and business communities. Many Israelis are 

engaged with a global effort to improve the condition of human development 

around the world within the vision of tikkun olam, and the Israeli community in 

the area of innovation, science and technology is a global leader. 

From Meritocratic to Political Leadership  

103. One of the most fundamental departures of the State of Israel from the 

Flexigid legacy of the Diaspora has been in the area of leadership. The 

leadership of Diaspora communities has been mostly meritocratic and based upon 

intellectual, administrative and diplomatic skills, emerging in self-organized, self-

governed and self-reliant communities. Every community was made up of 

multiple institutions that were led by lay leaders and professionals. No central 

authority could control all communities into a monolithic mold. Individual 

communities too were often decentralized, with multiple voices of leadership. 

Furthermore, the impact of every leader in the Jewish Diaspora decreased with 

distance, and the collective evolution of the Jewish People was shaped through the 

interplay between multiple leaders and centers of leadership. Naturally, the 

establishment of the State of Israel and the institution of its government 

apparatus represented a radical departure from this largely meritocratic 

leadership structure of the Diaspora into a heavily politicized and centralized 

structure of government.  

104. First, inspired by the vision of Mamlachtiyut, the government sought to 

centralize power and control into its hand and away from communities, party 



forums and non-governmental organizations.6 In the early 1950s, Israel’s 

newly instituted government was suddenly responsible for providing education, 

welfare, employment and healthcare to the residents of the Yishuv, as well as to 

hundreds of thousands of new immigrants. It had to build hundreds of additional 

community centers (matnasim), early childhood centers (tipot halav), schools and 

other community institutions, appointing their management and underwriting their 

budgets.  

105. Consequently, the civic leadership and philanthropists who traditionally led 

Diaspora Jewish communities and the Yishuv were relieved of their 

communal responsibilities and sidelined by the government. As national 

budgets could suddenly underwrite entire bureaucracies, accountability no longer 

flowed ‘downwards’ to the community but ‘upwards’ to politicians and 

bureaucrats. Hence, the needs of the community no longer guided decisions, but 

rather political considerations and partisan favoritism. As Rabbi Sacks writes: 

“The result was … weakening the very institutions that had been the source of 

Jewish strength in the past: communities, charities, voluntary associations and 

community based schools.”7 

106. Second, the philosophy of the ‘melting pot’ (kur hituch) further dismembered 

the traditional community-based structure of Diaspora Jewry in Israel. This 

ideal called for the new immigrants to be co-opted into the Hebrew society and 

turned into Hebrew persons. This concept denied the legitimacy of the authentic 

communal identity of the immigrants and prevented them from reestablishing 

their communities in Israel.  

107. Third, mass immigration during Israel’s first years diluted the community-

based web structure of the Yishuv. Within a year of its proclamation, the 

population of the State of Israel was doubled, mostly by refugees from Europe and 

by immigrants from places such as Iraq and Yemen. Veteran communities of the 

Yishuv were expected to participate in accommodating the newcomers and in 

turning them into ‘Israelis.’ In some cases, communities grew several-fold within 

only a few years. These communities and their institutions could not absorb so 

many ad-hoc assemblies of poor and dislocated families and individuals from 

many nations and cultures in such a short period of time. They were irreversibly 

changed.  

108. Finally, in 1985 the government of Israel withdrew from and privatized 

Israel’s network of community institutions. The economic and budgetary crisis 

of the early 1980s not only forced the Government of Israel to contract by more 

than forty percent, but also ushered in a new outlook, which was imported 

 
6  See Sacks, Future Tense, p. 174 on the threat of ‘Mamlachtiyut’ to the societal structure of 

Judaism. 
7    Sacks, Future Tense, p. 169 
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primarily from the USA.8 It held that a market system provides the ultimate 

remedy to society’s ills, dwarfing the role of public and communal institutions. It 

therefore called for privatization of national assets. In a process that lasted about 

twenty-five years, key services and sectors were sold to the private sector or 

subjected to narrow criteria of cost-effectiveness and budgetary balance. Within 

this process, the Government of Israel shed the responsibility for community 

institutions that were turned into service providing platforms and seen primarily 

through budgetary for-profit lens.  

109. Hence, Israeli society was no longer organized as a network of communities, 

and the institutions that had served as its building blocks were depleted of 

their mission, resources, leadership and vision. By the 1990s, the basic societal 

unit of Israel’s society was no longer the ‘community’ but rather the individual 

household, and the organizing framework became the municipal government. Lay 

leadership became sidelined and marginalized by politicians and bureaucrats, and 

institutions within the community were no longer accountable to its citizenry. In 

fact, Israel represents the first case in Jewish history where a significant number 

of committed Jews do not live within a community. 

 

Furthermore, the structure of Israel’s government also affected the dynamics of 

leadership within Israel’s Jewish society.  

110. First, the organization of Israeli society as a ‘contractual democracy’ 

compromises the Flexigid dynamics of adaptability among the network of 

communities and small units.9 In such a system, power is often divided based on 

political agreements among different parties that represent distinct constituencies 

and interest groups. Mapai’s Histadrut and healthcare providers embodied this 

notion in the past, while nowadays the Haredim and the national-religious factions 

have assumed a similar role. These groups de-facto control entire societal 

apparatuses such as schools, welfare services, corporations and even security, 

often viewing their sectorial needs as synonymous with and even superior to those 

of the collective and the state. Israel’s political and electoral system rewards their 

focused and disciplined political conduct with disproportional power and 

influence over the rest of the society, which sways resources in their favor and 

distorts the natural dynamics of Jewish adaptability, which are based upon the 

interplay among many small units.   

111. Second, Israel’s elected officials became more distant from their communities. 

During the first decades of Israel’s existence, parties had local branches, 

leadership and activists in every community. Party forums allowed for authentic 

 
8  See Sacks, Future Tense, p. 174 on the “…adoption of Thatcherism and Reaganomics and reliance 

on the market rather than the state. The result was the growth of consumerism and what J. K. 

Galbraith called private affluence and public poverty. Neither of these is the covenantal way…” 
9   See Wikipedia entry on Consociationalism at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consociationalism.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consociationalism


grassroots participation in the political process. Over time, power shifted in the 

direction of party barons who controlled agenda, appointments and policies. 

Grassroots participation became ineffectual and therefore declined. Some political 

parties experimented with the model of party primaries, which was imported from 

the USA. But that system, too, favored powerful organized groups, and had its 

own shortcomings. In the nineteenth Knesset, elected in 2013, this reached a point 

where two thirds of the Members of Knesset were effectively appointed by the 

party leader who commands their exclusive loyalty and accountability.  

112. In conclusion, the traditional structure of communal leadership of the 

Flexigid society has been dismantled in Israel. The Diaspora model that created 

direct and authentic connection and dialogue among communal leaders and their 

constituents practically disappeared from Israel. Communities no longer own and 

shape their institutions, which are controlled by politicians through government 

entities, distant from their constituents and minimally accountable to them. The 

legacy of meritocratic leadership, whose legitimacy directly stems from 

communities and their institutions, became rare in Israeli society.  

113. Thus, over time, a mismatch emerged between the nature of Diaspora 

leadership and that of Israel’s. In the Diaspora, successful community leaders 

typically rise to power meritocratically based on a track record of service, 

commitment and dedication to and generosity toward the community. They are 

usually highly experienced, have a record of communal leadership and often serve 

extended tenures. This grants key Diaspora institutions with the stability essential 

for management and leadership. By contrast, Israel’s political elite is highly 

politicized and sectorial, nonprofessional and has powerful incentives for short-

sightedness.   

 

114. In spite of the above, Israeli society created alternative tracks for 

meritocratic leadership. First, mayors became a central force in shaping Israeli 

society. They are more directly responsive to the needs of the population than 

members of Knesset and are accountable to local communities. They not only 

have set terms in office of five years, but also good prospects of getting re-elected 

for additional tenures. Second, non-profits and philanthropies assume a growing 

role in Israeli society based on their individual respective skills. Third, some 

corporations within the Israeli business community have committed to serving 

societal needs within and through their business models. In other words, the void 

created by the decline of Israel’s government is gradually being filled by other 

sources of leadership in Israeli society.  

Non-Inclusive Economy and Society  

115. The non-inclusiveness of Israel’s society represents another major departure 

of Israel from the legacy of Jewish Flexigidity. It not only weakens the fabric of 
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Israel’s society but also compromises Israel’s ability to tap into its talent when 

confronting the formidable challenges that it faces.  

 

116. Universal access to education and a transparent system of mobility through 

the world of Torah were the key vehicles for turning Diaspora Jewish society 

into a highly inclusive one. While wealth-creation was encouraged, high 

obligations were established for sharing wealth with the community by 

contributing to its institutions, schools, charity, the world of Torah and to the 

Jewish community in Zion.  

117. The society and economics of the Yishuv, and of the State of Israel in its 

earlier decades, were inspired by this Diaspora legacy of inclusiveness. The 

Hebrew community blended socialist ideas, social values of mutual responsibility 

and a ‘big government’ that routinely intervened in, designed and guided the 

economy with capitalist worldviews, an emerging market economy and a vibrant 

entrepreneurial class. Israel produced one of the most remarkable episodes of 

economic growth in modern era, which lasted for twenty-two years until 1972. 

And, all this while, Israel remained among the most egalitarian societies among 

developed nations.  

118. Between 1973 and 1985, Israel sunk into a ‘lost decade’ of economic 

stagnation and decline. The defense budget skyrocketed in the aftermath of the 

1973 Yom Kippur War and during the global energy crisis that ensued. 

Government policies failed to address the crisis, and Israel transitioned from 

single digit annual inflation to hyper-inflation, from a balanced budget to a huge 

deficit, and from a balance of payment to dangerously depleting foreign reserves. 

119. The Economic Stability Program of 1985 (Tochnit Hayitzuv Hakalkalit), was a 

turning point in Israel’s economic and societal development, ushering in a 

new era of capitalism. Significant cuts in government expenditures and 

subsidies, privatization, mass exposure of the economy to foreign competition and 

huge structural changes unfolded. For example, the banking system collapsed, was 

then nationalized and subsequently privatized over a twenty-five-year period. In 

1994, the Histadrut was finally dismantled: its corporations were sold and it 

began to focus solely on its role as a labor union. And during the 1990s, both the 

kibbutzim and moshavim movements were bailed out by the government in 

exchange for their restructuring, during which many of them lost their egalitarian 

nature to become suburban communities of family-owned homes and properties.  

120. The Economic Stability Program turned out to be a remarkable macro-

economic success. In fact, all of its major objectives were achieved: inflation was 

successfully eradicated, fiscal discipline was restored, debt was decreased to 

average OECD levels, the New Israeli Shekel became a strong currency and 

Israeli industry successfully competed in international markets. The immigration 

of roughly one million olim from the former Soviet Union to Israel between 1989 



and 1994 gave the Israeli economy an invaluable impetus toward an period of 

rapid growth.   

121. However, while the economy grew, the benefits of growth did not trickle 

down, and the quality of life for most Israelis even deteriorated in key areas 

such as housing, education and job security. In other words, Israel’s growth has 

been non-inclusive, and its benefits were not shared by society. It was driven by a 

very small and entrepreneurial risk-taking sector of technology, which naturally 

and legitimately also reaped significant fruits. Additionally, the collateral benefits 

of this growth were sapped by small, politically empowered sectors such as the 

large labor unions, the defense establishment and the settlement movement. 

Meanwhile, the ‘average’ Israeli – who works in a small business, holds a 

government job or works for a large corporation, who lives in suburban Israel or 

in the Negev and Galilee – did not participate as much, did not contribute as much 

and did not benefit as much. Even the Israel Defense Forces, once the great 

equalizer of Israeli society, became an institution that enhances social gaps. In 

other words, the informal covenant between the government and the citizens 

that growth will ‘trickle down’ did not materialize.  

122. The privatization of key societal infrastructures has been another chief 

reason for the crisis in the quality of life of Israelis. Until the 1980s, the 

Histadrut and various government agencies provided for the essential quality of 

life components such as education, culture and sports. This was done through 

institutions such as community centers (matnasim), early childhood centers (tipot 

halav), sports framework and youth movements. As of 1985, many of these 

societal infrastructures lost their core allocations and were forced to balance their 

budgets. Services that could not be ‘sold’ were no longer viable and were 

discontinued. Thus, the middle-class and the weaker echelons of society suffered 

from dwindling public goods and services in quantity and quality.  

123. Furthermore, many failed privatization efforts resulted in the skyrocketing 

cost of living (yoker hamichya). The objective of having a smaller government 

was achieved through budget cuts and by selling government-owned entities to 

the private sector. However, major privatization projects failed to establish an 

efficient market, and the monopolies and cartels of the government and the 

Histadrut were in fact replaced by new privately owned oligopolies. Their owners 

– nicknamed ‘tycoons’ – gained monopolistic positions, primarily in markets of 

basic products and services such as food, pensions and communications. A 

massive reallocation of wealth took place from the general public to a small 

number of business groups and families, who extracted extraordinary profits by 

their ability to maneuver regulations and limit competition.  

124. Consequently, since 1985 and over a twenty-five-year period, Israeli society 

has become one of the most polarized among developed nations. A small 

group benefited from a cycle of affluence, where productivity and income grew 

exponentially, guaranteeing good education, safety and access to technology. 

Compounded by intra-connections and political access, this group had many 
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opportunities to create even more wealth. Meanwhile, a growing section of the 

population had stagnating and even declining income in real terms that had to 

underwrite a rising cost of living. Their education, access to technology and 

opportunities were compromised, and therefore their long-term wellbeing, as well. 

With the privatization of community institutions across Israel, stronger 

populations in wealthier municipalities had better services while the people living 

in weaker areas often had much less. Hence, most Israelis needed to do much 

more with unchanging means. Societal gaps widened dramatically: poverty and 

vulnerability expanded, including among dual-income families; a small, 

globalized and powerful group enjoyed disproportional access to resources, 

opportunities, privileges and immunities; and the wellbeing of the middle class 

eroded. 

125. Children are the silent victims of this reality: The combination of growing 

financial challenges among many households and the erosion of public services 

compromises their education, skills, health and future assets. Consequently, their 

ability to participate and compete in the labor market of the 21st century and to 

provide for their future families are undermined. Unfortunately, Israel 

increasingly transitioned from a society where children of poor backgrounds had a 

fair opportunity to succeed – evidenced in Israel’s current leadership – into a 

society where the social stature of parents determines the prospects of their 

children. The long-term implications hereof are not only declining human capital 

within Israel, but also erosion of solidarity with and loyalty to the State of Israel 

and its institutions. 

 

126. Additional reasons propel Israel’s crisis of inclusiveness. Some of them are 

‘institutional’ in the sense that they are rooted in the basic structure of Israel’s 

society, economy and government. Others are global in the sense that they affect 

other developed nations, as well.  

127. First, two sectors of Israel’s society – the religious orthodox (Haredim) and 

the Arabs – are disproportionally represented among Israel’s poor. They do 

not equally participate in the labor market nor are they as productive on average. 

Their access to education and skill-building is limited and their families are 

relatively large. This reality continues a legacy of poverty from the times of the 

Shtetl and from the days of the Ottoman Empire and the British Mandate. 

Therefore, their relative poverty is a fundamental condition that is hard to 

transform.   

128. Second, Israel’s demographic growth at an annual rate of 1.8% makes Israel 

the only developed country with a fast-growing population. Most of this 

population growth emerges from the socio-economically weak stratum of society, 

namely the Jewish ultra-orthodox (Haredim) and Arab citizens, in particular the 

Bedouin. However, the average Israeli educated middle-class family is also larger 

on average as compared to similar families in other developed nations. By 



definition, the larger the family, the lower the income per capita, and the more 

difficult it is to accumulate wealth from one generation to the next.  

129. Third, the Histadrut, and especially its powerful unions, are a major driver of 

Israel’s societal crisis. They increase labor-market inflexibility and therefore 

decrease productivity, shortchanging non-unionized workers and perpetuating 

monopolies that increase the cost of living and harm services. In recent years, two 

classes of workers have emerged in Israel, often within the same establishment: 

unionized ones, whose rights and benefits are generous, and non-unionized 

workers (ovdei kablan) who are vulnerable and underpaid. 

130. Fourth, the declining capacity of the Government of Israel to govern 

compromises its ability to address such complex societal challenges in a 

rapidly changing environment. Political dynamics of dogmatism, credit 

claiming and struggles over turf are counterproductive when dealing with such 

matters. Rarely does a single government agency have the necessary mandate and 

capacity to design and implement an effective approach and response. In other 

words, most often, designing effective laws and policies vis-à-vis such complex 

and dynamic challenges requires multiple agencies to sustain collaboration in a 

substantive manner. They must transcend the focused pressures of special interest 

groups and uphold the general interest of the ‘unorganized’ general public and 

small-business owners. This is a threshold that most modern governments in 

developed nations do not meet. Unfortunately, Israel is no exception.  

131. Fifth, Israel’s government system of contractual democracy exacerbates this 

crisis. Few constituencies – such as the settlers, the ultra-orthodox, the 

agricultural sector, the large labor unions and the defense establishment – gained 

disproportionate influence. They exercise focused and disciplined political power 

to shift resources from the general public to their own constituencies.  

132. Sixth, the redirection of Israel’s creative spirit from society-building to 

technology and business diverts focus and talent from societal challenges. For 

nearly seventy-five years, Zionism was a world leader in the societal innovation of 

its communities, institutions and structures. This thrust lost momentum in the 

1970s, and much of Israel’s entrepreneurial energy was redirected during the 

1980s to the hi-tech industry. The export-oriented technology sector became the 

engine of Israel’s economic growth and a key vehicle for economic mobility. It 

gained Israel world fame under the banner of ‘The Start-Up Nation.’ However, the 

difference between societal innovation and technological innovation is that while 

the former is authentically local, cannot be relocated and benefits society, the 

latter can be relocated, as indeed often happened, benefits only a few people and 

often represents a mindset of short-term gains. The Israeli ideal, which used to be 

associated with settlement, community building and service, became to establish 

and sell a start-up company. Few thousands of new millionaires emerged, often 

with little or no conception of societal responsibility. 
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133. Finally, globalization powerfully and consistently exacerbates Israel’s societal 

challenge of inclusiveness. Globalization, which generously benefits the ‘global 

class’ and marginalizes unskilled labor, amplifies societal gaps. It exerts harsh 

pressures on individuals and businesses to continuously update their professional 

and personal skills. Many find these demands unbearable, and gradually become 

unskilled laborers and even unemployable.  

 

134. Consequently, while Israel disengaged from the inclusive model of Diaspora 

society, it failed to develop an alternative societal vision. The legacy of Jewish 

communitarianism of the Yishuv became a societal shell, depleted of resources, 

substance, leadership and purpose. Until the mid-1980s, the Government of Israel 

had direct and indirect control over community institutions and the services they 

provided. Henceforth, shrinking government budgets and weak services, 

unsuccessful privatization projects and regulatory failures have eroded this 

system. For a large section of Israel’s population, such mechanisms of 

inclusiveness no longer even exist. The network of cohesive communities of the 

Yishuv was dismantled into a host of individuals and households that have to fend 

for themselves. No alternative promising vision for Israeli society has been 

offered.      

135. This reality led to a crisis of trust in the government and in the entire market 

system, which reached a boiling point in 2011 with the mass social protests. 

The informal covenant that growth will trickle down and benefit the entire 

population did not materialize. Gradually, the public became aware of massive 

regulatory failures, incompetence of anti-trust agencies and of the vulnerability of 

the legislative process to the influence of large corporations and powerful sectors. 

Eventually, the widespread societal frustrations erupted in the form of mass 

nationwide protests in 2011 fueled by the rising costs of housing, food, healthcare 

and parenting. Fundamental trust in the national institutions and in the market 

system had eroded. These sentiments led to a massive political reshuffle in the 

2013 elections with forty percent of Members of Knesset replaced. However, in 

the absence of a new societal vision, the inclusive legacy of the Flexigid society 

remains a distant vision.  

Politization of Religion  

136. The formal association of religion and Jewishness with sovereign power and 

authority is another area where Jewish Flexigidity was challenged by the 

State of Israel. This breach with the Flexigid society occurred in four separate yet 

related arenas: legislation of the Knesset in matters that were previously governed 

by the ‘invisible hand’ of Jewish society; the ability of orthodox factions to 

dominate in matters relating to Israel’s Jewishness; the displacement of the 

traditional community-based rabbis in favor of an apparatus of central and local 

rabbinates; and, consequently, the disenchantment with and disengagement from 

Judaism by many Israelis.   



137. The Jewishness of the Hebrew public sphere has been a subject of political 

debate since Zionism’s inception. The so-called ‘Heralds of Zionism’ (Mevasrei 

HaTziyonut) ranged in their outlook from secularism to religious orthodoxy, and, 

decades later, Herzl and Ahad Ha’Ahm disagreed about the place of Jewish 

religion in the public domain. The Hebrew community of the Yishuv comprised of 

a diverse mix of religious observances ranging from orthodoxy to staunch 

secularism, and matters of religiosity were intensely contested. In 1947, David 

Ben-Gurion and the senior Haredi rabbis formulated the so-called “Status Quo” in 

order to unify the Yishuv in the face of the coming war. They affirmed the Jewish 

character of the future state in relation to Shabbat and kashrut, formalized the 

authority of rabbinical courts over matters of civil status of marriage and divorce, 

and enshrined the autonomy of the Haredi education system. These 

understandings became the basis for the relations between religion and state in 

Israel. 

138. Upon the establishment of the State of Israel, its government took the power 

to legislate and regulate on matters of Jewish life, which had hitherto been 

resolved by the workings of Judaism’s ‘invisible hand’. The Knesset, the 

government and the courts began to shape the Jewishness of society in a top-down 

manner. In doing so, they compromised the dynamics of Flexigidity, which had 

emerged from the interplay among multiple diverse units. Factions, groups and 

communities no longer had to inspire and convince each other by engagement and 

deliberation. Those that could muster the political power were henceforth able to 

use it in order to enforce their outlook on others. The shadowy corridors of 

legislative halls, where lobbyists, legislators and bureaucrats interact, came to 

replace the open public sphere as the primary arena where the identity of society 

was supposedly determined.   

139. In such an environment, orthodox factions came to dominate and domineer 

Israeli society in most matters relating to Israel’s Jewishness and religious 

assets. Together, the so-called Haredim and national religious (datiyim leumiyim), 

have been able to use their political power to take care of their own communities, 

often at the expense of the general public. They have also been able to force their 

view regarding matters such as the observance of Shabbat, kashrut and other 

customs in the public sphere even in secular areas, to control the local rabbinates 

and other religious services that govern civil matters for the entire population such 

as marriage, divorce and burial, and to manage access to and worship in Jewish 

holy sites such as the Wailing Wall (Kotel). As such, key services, such as 

transportation, were shut down on Jewish holy days even within non-observant 

communities. They have also been able to exclude progressive Jews from 

practicing Judaism in holy sites according to their own ways and to deny formal 

recognition of their rabbis.  

 

140. The issue of membership and conversion embodies these dynamics and has 

been the subject of heated political and societal feuding. Upon the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shabbat
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establishment of the State of Israel, such membership in the Jewish People 

became a matter of Israeli law since it carried with it a package of legal rights and 

obligations in areas such as immigration, citizenship, personal status, military 

service and settlement in lands that belong to the Jewish People. This debate 

regards both conversions within Israel and in the Diaspora.  

141. Within Israel, the orthodox factions have been able to dominate the definition 

of who’s a Jew and conversions. The exclusive authority of Israel’s rabbinate, 

which is controlled by orthodox factions, to officiate conversions established the 

strict condition of religious observance (torah ve mitzvoth) as the benchmark for 

joining the Jewish People (giyur ka’halacha). It also enabled them to disregard 

conversions performed by non-orthodox rabbis in Israel and abroad regardless of 

their requirements and even if they met the standard of strict religious observance. 

This condition is particularly compromising for those who were converted into 

Judaism overseas by a non-orthodox rabbi and their children, should they want to 

be married in Israel. It is also compromising for non-Jewish immigrants in Israel 

who would like to join the Jewish People but are not religiously observant. This 

issue repeatedly erupts in cases of fallen IDF soldiers who lived as Israelis and 

Jews, but whose Judaism is posthumously challenged by orthodox authorities 

when determining their military burial arrangements. Though they may not have 

gone through such giyur ka’halacha, for many non-orthodox Israelis they were 

‘converted by fire,’ their service qualifying them as having joined the Jewish 

nation and people.10 Finally, this condition compromises non-Jews who are not 

religious yet would like to join the Jewish People as citizens of the Jewish state. 

They may be soldiers, labor immigrants or refugees, as well as their Israeli-born 

and raised children. In Israel, the sole path available to them for becoming Jews is 

an orthodox conversion process requiring strict religious observance. This is true 

even for those who have proven their commitment to the State of Israel and the 

Jewish People by performing distinct service in culture, art, morality, security and 

diplomacy. 

142. Another critical contention has been over the 1950 Law of Return (Hok 

HaShvut), which established the rights of Jews to immigrate to Israel (olim). The 

1970 amendment to the law determined a ‘Jew’ to be a child of a Jewish mother 

or any person who converted into Judaism and is not a member of another 

religion.11 Since the enactment of this law, Haredi parties have demanded that 

 
10  See for example the case of an infantry soldier who died in service before his conversion process 

was completed. Nonetheless, he was given a Jewish burial in a military cemetery. See Ynet article, 

“Golani Soldier Gets Jewish Burial Despite Incomplete Conversion,” Ynet, March 28, 2010, at  

http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3869405,00.html.   
11  Article 4b of the Law of Return. Thus, this law differs from halacha by excluding Jews who 

converted into other religions, while allowing non-Jewish children and grand-children of Jews, 

along with their spouses, the right to immigrate to Israel.  

See the famous 1962 Supreme Court case of Rufeisen vs. Minister of the Interior, ((1962) 16 PD 

2428), also known as the “Brother Daniel Case”. In that instance, Rufeisen was a Jewish child who 

had been hidden during the Shoah and subsequently converted to Catholicism and became a 

http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3869405,00.html


only conversions by orthodox rabbis in the Diaspora be recognized for the 

purpose of the law. However, repeated attempts to amend the Law of Return in 

that exclusionary spirit have been frustrated, in part due to mobilization of the 

Diaspora.  

 

143. Furthermore, another break from the Flexigidity of Jewish society has been in 

the structure of rabbinical authority in Israel. Rabbinical leadership in the 

Diaspora is by and large meritocratic, responsive to the needs of the community 

and permanently competitive. Every community has a rabbi that offers spiritual 

inspiration and guidance to its members and whose influence depends on 

learnedness, charisma, esteem and relevance. Thus, the legitimacy of rabbis 

emerges bottom-up from their communities, establishing a permanently evolving 

network of small units, which is essential for Jewish Flexigidity. Meanwhile, in 

Israel, rabbis have been appointed top-down by a rabbinic council with the 

authority to affect the lives of people who live within the geographic area to 

which they were assigned. In many cases, particularly in all non-observant 

sectors, their outlook was more orthodox and sometimes even anti-Zionist, alien 

to that of the residents who they were supposed to serve, yet to whom they were 

not accountable. Therefore, many city rabbis in Israel are disconnected from the 

population they were supposed to lead. The rabbinate became a deeply politicized 

and often corrupted institution, permeated by ethical, intellectual and spiritual 

mediocrity, whose communal legitimacy has become deeply compromised.  

144. Meanwhile, the position of a ‘community rabbi’ whose incentives are to serve 

a self-selecting constituency has been largely lost. While orthodox Jews sought 

inspiration and religious guidance from towering Halachic figures, non-orthodox 

and secular people amassed disgust, disrespect and resentment toward orthodox 

rabbis and the ethics they represented. Many communities no longer embraced a 

rabbinical authority that could bring to bear Jewish tradition on local needs and 

dilemmas. Many non-orthodox Jews came to reject the world of Judaism 

altogether, as it was represented to them through the overpowering presence of the 

orthodox rabbinate. Nonetheless, in recent years this critical function has begun to 

reemerge in Israeli society.  

145. Finally, the politization of religion in Israel deepened the crisis of Jewish 

identity among a large constituency, which is deeply committed to the Jewish 

People, yet Jewishly ignorant and alien to Jewish traditions and institutions. 

A variety of sources – some secular and others religious – inspired and shaped the 

identity of the Hebrew society to contain a spectrum of outlooks from staunch 

secularism to religious orthodoxy. David Ben-Gurion, for example, is known to 

have been an outspoken secular who did not observe kashrut nor Shabbat, yet was 

deeply informed and knowledgeable about Judaism. However, after decades of 

 
practicing friar. He was denied citizenship based up upon the Law of Return. Rufeisen was, 

however, allowed to gain citizenship through other channels. 
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state intervention in religious matters, overpowering by the orthodox factions and 

a disconnect between rabbinic authorities and Israeli society, secular Zionism has 

become largely synonymous with ignorance of Judaism. In Israel emerged the 

first-ever large constituency of Jews who are passionately Jewish yet Jewishly 

ignorant.   

Under-performing Government: An Eroding Keystone 

146. The unique condition of the State of Israel within the context of Jewish 

history requires its legislature, executive and judiciary to be outstanding. 

They must successfully deal with the ordinary challenges of modern governance 

and with the permanent adversity and exceptional volatility that Israel faces. They 

must also rise to be a new structure of Jewish leadership and governance, which, 

while anchored in the reality of Jewish sovereignty that is in control of a non-

Jewish minority, nonetheless strengthens the mechanisms of Jewish survival, 

security, prosperity and leadership.  

147. However, Israel’s political system increasingly suffers from politicking and 

skewed incentives. The first twenty-five years under the reign of Mapai saw 

relative political stability and a highly effective government that led to a golden 

era of security and growth. The political culture ensured a correlation between the 

skills and experience of politicians and their spheres of responsibility. However, 

the emergence of a two-party system following the 1977 elections led to a decline 

in the capacity of the Government of Israel to govern effectively. Over time, 

Israel’s electoral system, government and politics came to emphasize politicking 

and public appearance over executive and legislative capacities. Highlighting this 

trend, in recent governments, only a minority of ministers manage portfolios in 

which they have in-depth acquaintance with the subject matter of their 

responsibility. 

148. Thus, over time, a mismatch emerged between Israel’s challenges and the 

weakness of its government structure and institutions. Israel faces daunting 

societal challenges. They require a top-down governmental capacity to design 

policies in a broad, substantive and long-term manner and to effectively 

implement them. They also require agility, openness and the capacity to 

experiment with new ideas and structures on the national, regional, municipal and 

communal levels. Meanwhile, Israel’s electoral system generates powerful 

incentives for the opposite: short-term, sectarian and populist conduct, as well as 

for rigidity, inefficiency and prolonged processes. Indeed, Israeli governance has 

been underperforming relative to other developed countries and the quality of life 

in Israel is ranked at the bottom of the ladder among developed nations.12 

 
12   See the 2013 Better Life Index (http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/) of the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), which ranked Israel 25th out of 36 mostly 

developed nations included in the rankings. Israel ranked particularly low not only on housing, 

income and job security, but also in areas where Jewish communities have been outstanding such 

as on community support, civic engagement and education. 

http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/


149. Furthermore, to date and from the perspective of Jewish Flexigidity, the 

record of Israel’s government has been poor. As mentioned, the de-centralized 

and meritocratic leadership structure of the Diaspora that has proven itself for 

centuries has been replaced in Israel with an establishment that is highly 

centralized, political and bureaucratic. Such a system is not only governed by 

powerful skewed incentives, but also lacks the impetus to take a broad view of the 

past, present and future of Jewish society. Sadly, within only a few decades, the 

societal architecture of a network of communities, which has been so critical for 

Jewish Flexigidity, was dismantled in Israel without an alternative vision for an 

inclusive society in its stead. This disappointing reality stands in contrast to 

the presumption of many Israelis for Israel and its government to lead, guide 

and represent the entire Jewish world.  

Rigidity of Mission: Domineering Outlook and Negation of Diaspora 

150. Zionism and the story of nationhood developed a domineering outlook during 

the first few decades of Israel’s modern independence. While these ideological 

tendencies existed in Zionism since its inception, they flourished following the 

astonishing successes of Israel’s earlier years, particularly between 1948 and 

1967. Zionist ideology framed that endeavor as the culmination of two millennia 

of Jewish history, which included forced exile, a legacy of hardship in the 

Diaspora, uninterrupted loyalty to and presence in Zion, national revival and 

eventual repatriation with international recognition. It held the Government of 

Israel exclusively responsible for this endeavor and, therefore, also at times, the 

representative of the entire Jewish People.  

151. Over time, Zionism developed a robust narrative, which co-opted Judaism’s 

other meta-stories. It viewed the establishment of a state for the Jewish People as 

the ultimate rationale of Judaism and the entire Jewish People in our time, and as 

their defining collective effort. It encompassed the story of peoplehood by 

framing the State of Israel as a remedy for the plight of all Jews, by committing it 

to the service of world Jewry and by pledging it to be a safe haven even for those 

Jews who did not choose to live in it. Additionally, Zionism not only claimed to 

build a model society in the State of Israel, but also framed Israel as the most 

effective platform for serving the mission of or la’goim. Finally, it framed itself as 

the realization of the millennia-long religious yearning for the return to Zion.  

152. Many Zionists thus held that the identity of any Jew can be fully realized in 

Israel by virtue of their Israeliness. They argued that simply by living in Israel, 

a Jewish person can serve the ideals of nationhood and peoplehood and be a part 

of a society that strives to be a light unto the nations. Many also claimed that 

simply living in Zion and serving the State of Israel fulfill key Jewish religious 

commandments, an outlook which applies even to secular Jews who do not 

observe Halacha.   

153. This outlook negated the Diaspora and legitimized a systematic attempt to 

dismantle it through aliyah. Decades of persecution in Russia and antisemitism 
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in Western Europe culminating in the Shoah were seen as undeniable proof of the 

inevitable fate of the Diaspora. Thus, Zionism ideologically diminished the 

importance of Diaspora Jewish traditions with an attitude that was often 

condescending. It associated the Diaspora with assimilation or with a traditional 

way of life rooted in the condition of exile, both of which were held to be 

undesired and compromising for the Jewish People. The Zionist 'blood for money' 

narrative emphasized the sacrifices and risks of Israelis on behalf of all Jews.13 

Thus, it narrowed the role of the Diaspora to providing financial and political 

support to Israel without question and reservation. It also called upon all Jews to 

make aliyah sending ‘aliyah emissaries’ (shlichei aliyah) to Jewish communities 

around the world. As late as 2005, the message of Prime Minister Ariel Sharon to 

Jewish communities in France and the USA was: come home to Israel.14   

 

154. Meanwhile, and as should have been expected, the Flexigidity of mission of the 

Jewish People persisted as the other meta-stories fought the domineering 

outlook of Zionism. As Zionism grappled to integrate the four meta-stories of 

Judaism under the framework of Jewish nationhood, the inherent tensions among 

the stories were sharpened. As their internal logic is structurally irreconcilable, 

Zionism’s myopic focus on the narrative of nationhood increased tensions within 

the Diaspora Jewish world.  

155. The story of religion and faith saw a major resurgence following the Shoah, 

with mixed attitudes toward Zionism. Orthodox communities thrive both in 

Israel and the Diaspora. In Israel, the national-religious orthodox constituency is 

deeply committed to the ideal of Jewish statehood, and in the Diaspora, as well, 

orthodox communities are often staunchly supportive of Israel. Other orthodox 

communities, both in Israel and the Diaspora, reject the idea of the State of Israel 

and refuse to partake in its building, viewing Zionism as hastening redemption 

(ge’ulah) and therefore as heresy. Some, like the Neturei Karta faction, actively 

work against Israel, siding with its enemies.  

156. The narrative of or la’goim also galvanized the support and attention of 

many Jews, often in defiance of Zionism. Large constituencies of Jews dedicate 

time, energy and resources to participating in and to supporting organizations that 

commit to improving the human condition in the world. Many of them view 

tikkun olam rather than Zionism to be the organizing rationale and ultimate 

purpose of Judaism in modernity. While many of them serve that ideal within 

Jewish social service initiatives and institutions, others do so in non-Jewish 

settings, in some cases refusing to associate their actions and contributions with 

the Jewish People altogether. Furthermore, within the idyllic framework of or 

la’goim, some Jews hold the State of Israel to the highest standards of morality 

 
13   See Matti Golan, Blood for Money, Kinneret Zmora Betan Dvir, 1992 (in Hebrew).  
14   See speech by Prime Minister Sharon in the Herzliya Conference on December 18th, 2003: 

“Aliyah is the central goal of the State of Israel.”  



and are inclined to criticize its performance and policies. Few even conclude that 

Israel’s conduct fundamentally undermines its right to exist, becoming themselves 

anti-Zionists.  

157. The narrative of peoplehood also re-emerged in defiance of Zionism’s 

attempt to claim exclusive centrality for the State of Israel. This interpretation 

of peoplehood emphasizes the equal legitimacy of Jewish communities around the 

world, viewing Israel as one of multiple Jewish centers. It therefore challenges 

Zionism’s view of Israel as the undisputed focus of attention and efforts of the 

entire Jewish world, and is often hostile to its efforts to encourage aliyah from 

prosperous Jewish communities. The flagship program of this approach has been 

the Birthright Israel Project, which grants every Jewish child a free ten-day trip to 

Israel in order to strengthen Jewish identity and communities in the Diaspora, 

rather than encourage aliyah to Israel. Indeed, the support of the State of Israel for 

this project represented a turning point from Zionism’s exclusionary outlook 

toward the Diaspora.  

 

158. Finally, Zionism’s negation of the Diaspora has also been challenged by 

powerful trends within Israeli society and the Jewish world. These trends have 

undermined the view of the Diaspora as it was framed by the classical Zionist 

outlook. 

159. First, Diaspora Jewry is unprecedentedly vibrant and prosperous. Zionism 

viewed the Shoah as the kiss-of-death for Diaspora Jewry. However, as mentioned 

earlier, Diaspora Jewry is more prosperous, secure and vital today than ever 

before. That reality fundamentally challenges the outlook of Zionism that Jews 

have no future outside of the State of Israel.  

160. Second, a permanent and vibrant Diaspora of Israelis has emerged. From 

Zionism’s perspective, the concept of an ‘Israeli Diaspora’ is an oxymoron: there 

was either Israel or a Jewish Diaspora. Zionism did not have a concept for a large 

constituency of native Israelis who then chose the Diaspora to live there as Israelis 

and Jews. This ideological void was translated into a discombobulated policy: 

until recently, Israeli diplomatic missions engaged Jewish communities as 

partners and counterparts but ignored the communities of Israelis within their 

geographic assignment. Furthermore, while Diaspora Jews were expected to 

support Israel, Diaspora Israelis were spared of such anticipation, as they were 

supposed to soon repatriate. Furthermore, that attitude impacted the relationship 

between the traditional establishment of Diaspora Jewish communities and the 

Israelis in their midst: both showed relative disinterest in and even arrogance 

toward each other.  

161. Third, Israel became a relatively secure and prosperous nation. This condition 

eroded the necessity for and logic of the Diaspora’s financial contributions to 

Israel. An expectation for synergy, mutuality and partnership emerged on the 
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Diaspora side in its stead, stemming from the view of Israel and Diaspora Jewish 

communities as equals.  

162. Fourth, a more nuanced and critical engagement with Israel emerged among 

Diaspora Jews. Israel’s predicament with regards to the control of the Palestinian 

population has driven a wedge through Diaspora Jewry. Many of them, on both 

sides of the political spectrum, no longer grant unconditional political support to 

the Israeli government. Few, particularly on the left, have even waived their 

support for Israel altogether.  

163. Finally, the power to shape the relationship has been decentralized. In the 

past, the Government of Israel and a few large institutions such as the Jewish 

Agency and the umbrella organization of the Jewish Federations of North 

America and United Israel Appeal (Keren HaYesod) had the power to shape and 

drive the relationship between Israel and Diaspora Jewry in a top-down manner. 

In recent years, those institutions have declined in their capacity to serve this 

mission and countless peer-to-peer and community-to-community connections 

have instead emerged, effectively driving Israel-Diaspora relations in a bottom-up 

manner. The Internet, social networking platforms and other technologies that 

facilitate direct personal engagement further accelerate this trend.  

164. In conclusion, Zionism’s outlook failed to conquer the public sphere of the 

Jewish People. As it became more domineering, the other meta-stories of the 

Jewish People evolved, as well, remaining relevant to the hearts and minds of 

many Jews both in Israel and the Diaspora. The Flexigidity of mission of the 

Jewish People remains vibrant.  

The Rise and Decline of the Flexigidity of Zionism  

165. Zionism became one of the most successful national movements of the 20th 

century. It realized its ambitious vision of establishing a state for the Jewish 

People and a polity where Jews are the sovereign majority. En route, it rose from 

the ashes of the Shoah and frustrated its ideological, diplomatic and military 

enemies. Forty percent of world Jews live in Israel and half of all Jewish babies 

are Israelis. Zionism’s astounding success in military, economics, diplomacy, 

state and society building, technology and other fields continue to inspire many.  

166. Zionism prides itself on its revolutionary foundation and character. It sought 

to transform the Jewish People and nation, Jewish communities and the life of 

individual Jews. Indeed, the reality of a sovereign Jewish majority has been 

transformational, and the Israeli Jewish Sabra is seen by many as a new kind of a 

Jewish person in mindset, values, culture and way of life. Israel’s communities are 

different from those the Jewish communities of the Diaspora and Israel’s 

leadership faces entirely different challenges from its Diaspora counterparts. 

Meanwhile, the stature and role of the Jewish People among the family of nations 

has been transformed as well from being a passive to an active force.  



167. However, Zionism has also evolved out of Diaspora Jewish society, adapting 

its legacy to the realities and challenges of a sovereign state. It needed to 

develop conceptual frameworks that would prove effective in areas as diverse as 

security and military affairs, social and economic development, law and 

diplomacy, and to continuously update them. In fact, Zionism and the State of 

Israel were shaped by the interaction between the concepts and mechanisms of 

Jewish existence in the Diaspora and the challenges of the reality in Zion. Just as 

Israel and Zionism affected the Diaspora, so too has the Diaspora been a shaping 

force in Israel. Furthermore, as decades go by, powerful forces are curbing many 

of the revolutionary aspects of Zionism, reconnecting with the wisdom of 

Diaspora Jewry and with the essential foundations of the longevity and success of 

the Jewish People. 

 

168. Indeed, Zionism has been blessed by a leadership that was able to seize upon 

a unique historical chain of events. A few critical decisions driven by individual 

leaders have made a huge difference, and the ability to read the geopolitical map 

with clarity and act with determination and courage will continue to be essential 

for Israel's prosperity and security. 

169. Yet, Zionism’s successes have also been an outcome of its remarkable 

Flexigidity, which it inherited from Diaspora Judaism. Zionism has been 

rigidly uncompromising on its cores values such as its commitment to Zion, 

democracy, Jewishness and security. Meanwhile, it has demonstrated remarkable 

flexibility, creativity and agility working through the tectonic shifts of the 20th 

century and the astounding societal and security challenges it faced. It integrated 

the four meta-stories of Judaism under the framework of Jewish nationhood and 

preserved a balancing act and equilibrium among their formative ideas.  

170. That prism of Flexigidity highlights the structure of society as the most 

powerful determinant of Zionism’s past successes. Flexigidity of mission, the 

architecture of the Yishuv as a web of many interconnected small units and its flat 

structure of leadership, and the talmudic process in the Hebrew public sphere were 

vitally important for Zionism’s success.  

171. Yet, that same prism of Flexigidity also exposes the risk that Israel may 

become a disruptive force for the entire Jewish People. Most Israelis do not 

live within the framework of a functioning community whose authentic 

meritocratic leadership is directly accountable to them. Furthermore, Israeli 

society is non-inclusive, with growing societal gaps, where households fend for 

themselves in the absence of a vibrant community. The traditional talmudic 

process of law-making, which was evolutionary, community-based and 

intellectually meritocratic, was replaced by politicized debates in the Knesset and 

by a superficial shouting media. Mass-immigration to Israel shrunk the world-

wide-web of communities in the Diaspora and significantly decreased its 

diversity. And, Zionism’s myopic and exclusionary focus on the story of 
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nationhood led to a growing rift between Israel and much of Diaspora Jewry. 

Finally, powerful trends within Israel turn it inwards, nationalist and insular. 

While some of these fundamental changes were essential and integral to the 

Zionist project, others were consequential, unintentional and even unnecessarily 

excessive. As Rabbi Sacks writes: “…though Israel managed remarkably the 

transition from powerlessness to power, it did so at the cost of weakening the very 

institutions that had been the source of Jewish strength in the past: communities, 

charities, voluntary associations and community based schools. Even religion 

became a branch of the state. So, while the state grew strong, society grew weak. 

… in place of a single national community, there was an endless proliferation of 

local communities … each had its own political party or parties. Every battle was 

fought in the political arena.”15 In other words, the legacy of Jewish Flexigidity 

is in crisis in Israel.  

172. Israel’s demographic success makes the crisis of Flexigidity of its own society 

a challenge to the Flexigidity of the entire Jewish People. More than fifty 

percent of world Jews will soon live in Israel in an environment that is largely 

ignorant of and does not participate in the Flexigid dynamics of the Jewish 

People. In the past, Zionism’s negation of the Diaspora did not entail offsetting 

global Jewish Flexigidity because the vast majority of Jews lived in the Diaspora. 

However, when a significant majority of Jews will live in Israel, the Jewish 

People may reach a tipping point where Zionism and Israel will have severely 

compromised the secret of Jewish invincibility.  

173. Meanwhile, Israel’s existence is not wholly secure and it continues to face 

daunting challenges. Like other nations, Israel, too, faces the growing pressures 

of global political, technological and economic volatility. However, Israel also 

uniquely faces permanent adversity to its very existence. What is more, while 

Israel ascends to first-world prosperity, internal divides are deepening, and as it 

becomes more rigid and nationalist in its outlook, the rift with much of the Jewish 

world is growing. History teaches that all nations inevitably decline. Israel is 

particularly vulnerable to such dynamics.   

174. Israel’s evident failure to develop an outstanding philosophy and structure of 

governance exacerbates concerns about its longevity. Its public sphere suffers 

from the ills of superficiality, sectarianism, shortsightedness and populism. Its 

politicians have little or no incentives to consider the broad view of Judaism and 

the Jewish People. Thus, when Zionism and Israel turn their back on the secrets of 

Jewish survival, security, prosperity and leadership in the Diaspora, they do so 

without even debating an alternative model that is not only uniquely Jewish and 

Israeli but also exceptionally resilient and prosperous.  

175. This is why, from the perspective of Jewish Flexigidity, it is fortunate that 

Zionism’s proposition that all Jewish eggs be placed in Israel has not been 

realized. The dynamics of Jewish Flexigidity made such aspiration an 

 
15   Sacks, Future Tense, p. 170.  



impossibility to begin with. Judaism’s dynamics of doubt and internal debate 

would have never allowed one outlook to dominate the Jewish world. Yet, from 

this perspective of Flexigidity, Zionism’s aspiration to solve the predicament of 

Diaspora life by collective repatriation to a sovereign state may have inadvertently 

created an even bigger dilemma for Judaism. The State of Israel may still reach a 

point where it fundamentally disrupts the Flexigid mechanisms of Jewish survival, 

prosperity and leadership.  

 

176. The ability of Judaism and the Jewish People to sustain a small and 

prosperous nation that faces permanent adversity is questionable. These 

concerns are ancient. Dr. Micha Goodman points out that Rabbi Yehuda HaLevi, 

in his book, the Kuzari (Sefer HaKuzari), successfully answers all the questions of 

the Khazar King except two: why don’t the Jews return to the Land of Israel and 

would they act differently from other nations when they regain power there.16 

With a legacy of three past failures, destructions and exiles, and a reality of 

mediocre governance, these questions still loom over Zionism and the State of 

Israel. 

177. Therefore, the engagement with the art and science of society-building and 

governance is essential for Israel’s future, blending the unique Jewish 

societal knowledge with modern notions. Zionism came to solve the 

predicament of Diaspora Jewry. It successfully transformed key elements of 

Jewish society, creating both great opportunities and considerable threats, 

dramatically affecting the entire Jewish world. Thus the balancing act between old 

and new, tradition and innovation, rigidity and flexibility is among the greatest 

challenges for 21st century Zionism.  

178. Furthermore, the opportunities to propel Israel to new levels of wellbeing and 

to address its challenges may actually stem from the legacy of Diaspora 

Judaism. Key ideas of the Jewish Flexigid society can be adapted and even 

recreated as powerful platforms and engines of security and prosperity in modern 

Israel. Community institutions of the Diaspora may be adjusted to address 

contemporary needs. The worldwide network of Jewish communities may provide 

invaluable contribution to Israel’s international standing. The ideal of tikkun olam 

may create new horizons to Judaism and Israel’s presence in and contribution to 

humanity. And, the Diaspora model of meritocratic intellectual leadership may be 

amended to groom authentic Israeli equivalents. 

179. Therefore, the revitalization of Israel’s Flexigidity is of critical significance 

not only for Israel’s own future but also for the future of the Jewish People. 

In an era of fundamental change both within Israeli society, as well as in its 

geopolitical surroundings, Israel’s adaptability will determine its ability to thrive. 

Furthermore, as Israel claims to be the state of the Jewish People and will soon 

 
16   See Dr. Micha Goodman, Kuzari Dream, p. 197-202, 302-304. 
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house a significant majority of Jews, the Government of Israel will need to expand 

its view of its leadership role in the Jewish world, serving all Jews including those 

who may not conform to its world view. Neither Israel’s government nor its 

Parliament are currently structured to fill this role. 

180. Yet, confidence in Zionism’s and Israel’s future still stems from the legacy of 

Jewish Flexigidity. Zionism has been a dynamic national movement that has 

evolved and adapted to dramatic changes, while being rooted in Jewish traditions. 

It has generated new ideas, institutions, structures and priorities in order to seize 

the opportunities and contend with threats. Zionism has been a verb, not a noun. 

Zionism of the 21st century must remain so.  
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